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he Rosh Hashanah edition of Hamaor is an expanded
one in every sense of the word. For the ﬁrst time, we
introduce ‘Hamaor at Home’, a new supplement within
the main magazine. The Hamaor team has also expanded
recently, with the addition of Rebbetzin Aviva Landau, who
has contributed several articles to both the main magazine
and the supplement, and whose editing skills and creativity
have proved an invaluable asset.

As always, we have a range of features, from Rabbi Aubrey
Hersh’s historical analysis of the role Jews played in the
Russian Revolution, to Rebbetzin Shoshana Tugendhaft’s
fascinating article on the origins of esrogim. Sticking with
the Russian theme, Rebbetzin Landau has pulled together a
masterful recounting of the tremendous work done ‘behind
the Iron Curtain’ by a group of men and women from the
London kehilloh in the 1980s. We are also grateful to our
Rosh Beis Din, Dayan Lichtenstein, for his thoughtful piece
on the tragic Charlie Gard case, and Rav Moshe Weinberger of
Woodmere, NY, for his words on Yom Kippur. And, of course,
our appreciation extends to all our esteemed contributors.
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CEMETERIES
Montagu Road,
Edmonton N18 2NF
Tel: 020 8807 2268
Upminster Road North,
Rainham, Essex RM13 9SB
Tel: 01708 552 825
During the winter months both cemeteries are open
daily, except Shabbos and Yom Tov, from 9am until dusk.
During British Summer Time gates are open until 5pm
and during the month of Elul until 6pm

Rainham & Edmonton Cemeteries

Visiting Times For Elul 5777 & Tishri 5778
The cemeteries are open from 9.00am
Please note the cemeteries close early on Fridays and Erev Yom Tov
and remain closed all day on Shabbos and Yom Tov

The cemeteries will remain open each day from 9am until the following times
Wednesday 23rd August –
Tuesday 19th September 2017
until 6:00 pm (Fridays – until 3:00pm)
Wednesday 20th September –
Erev Rosh Hashanah
until 3:00 pm

Sunday 1st – Tuesday 3rd October
until 5:00 pm
Wednesday 4th October – Erev Succos
until 2:00 pm
Sunday 8th – Tuesday 10th October –
Chol Hamoed Succos

Sunday 24th – Thursday 28th September
until 5:30 pm

until 3:00 pm

Friday 29th September – Erev Yom Kippur
until 2:00 pm

until 2:00 pm

Wednesday 11th October – Hoshanah Rabboh

Visitors are kindly requested to arrive no later than 30 minutes before the gates close
Visitors are advised to check the closing times of cemeteries during
the rest of the year by calling the office numbers listed below or online:
www.federation.org.uk/burial/cemeteries
Rainham 01708 552 825 | Edmonton 020 8807 2268
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Almighty
Rav Moshe Weinberger שליט“א
Mashpia in Yeshiva University, founding Morah d’Asrah of Congregation Aish Kodesh
in Woodmere, New York and noted speaker

T

he last mishnah in Yoma (8:9) concludes with the teaching
from Rabbi Akiva: “Fortunate are you Israel! Before

whom are you purified and who purifies you? Your
father in Heaven! As it says ‘G-d is the mikvah of Israel.’ Just as a mikvah
purifies the impure, so too the Holy One Blessed be He purifies Israel!” We are
taught that the forty days between Rosh Chodesh Elul and Yom Kippur correspond to
the forty se’oh (a halachic measure of volume) of rainwater that is the minimum amount
needed to create a kosher mikvah. Similarly, the 960 hours during this forty-day period
correspond to the 960 lug (halachic measure) which are the equivalent of forty se’oh.
We are so fortunate that Hashem has given us this period, culminating with Yom Kippur,
through which He cleanses us of all our impurities.
Rosh Hashanah 5778 / September 2017
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Aperture to the Almighty
THE BOR HASHOKOH
In addition to Yom Kippur, which is a
‘mikvah in time’, we are all familiar with
the concept of a physical mikvah. But,
what is often unappreciated, is that there
are actually two mikvo’os. We can see
one of them. It has beautiful tiles, and we
immerse in it. But most people have never
seen the other one, the bor hashokoh. That
one stands behind closed doors. That is the
real mikvah. The water in the mikvah we
immerse in every day is mayim she’uvim,
water drawn from a tap or hose, which
cannot be used as a kosher mikvah.
So how is our mikvah kosher? Because
there is a hole that connects the two
mikvo’os. By connecting the mikvah in
which we immerse to the bor hashokoh, we
connect to the purifying rainwater which
came straight from Hashem – untouched by
human hands. The word ‘hashokoh – ’השקה
means ‘kiss – ’נשיקה, because the waters of
the two mikvo’os ‘kiss’ through the hole
between them. When we immerse in the
mikvah, we are connecting to a source of

they be shot, a bochur reached the house in
which the Rebbe from Radishitz was hiding.
Knowing that any visitor must have risked
his life, the Rebbe was very interested to
see what their visitor had come about. The
bochur told the Rebbe about the house
with the hole in the basement leading to
the mikvah. He assured the Rebbe that he
had only been sent to tell certain rebbes and
roshei yeshiva so there would be almost no
one there. Even though the Rebbe knew that
he could be killed if he was caught outside at
night, there was no question that he would
attempt to make the trip, given that it was
almost Yom Kippur.
The Rebbe and his shames, attendant,
who later retold this story, snuck through
the back streets of the ghetto till they ﬁnally
entered the home the bochur had told them
about. But instead of being virtually empty,
there were hundreds of Jews crowded in
the house, each of whom had risked his
life for the chance to use the mikvah just
once before Yom Kippur. One Jew was
helping each person through the hole in

Why do we find ourselves back in
the same rut again and again?
puriﬁcation straight from Heaven because
of the hole connecting our mikvah to the
bor hashokoh, which was originally ﬁlled
with rainwater.

THE LODZ MIKVAH
During the Holocaust, the Nazis, ימ"ש,
turned the Jewish quarter of the city of
Lodz into a ghetto into which they interned
the Jews. Jews were forbidden to immerse
in the mikvah and the Nazis cemented
shut every mikvah in the ghetto. But one
group of Jews in the basement of a building
adjacent to a mikvah used whatever tools
they could ﬁnd – spoons, knives, forks, and
their own ﬁngernails, to dig a hole in the
wall between their building and the mikvah
next door. Finally, they succeeded and dug
a hole in the wall just wide enough for one
person at a time to squeeze through to reach
the mikvah.
Late on the night before erev Yom Kippur,
long after curfew when no one was out, lest
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the wall and someone on the other side
caught them. They warned every visitor to
go “Schnell! Schnell! Quickly! Quickly!” so
the next person could come in. The Rebbe of
Radishitz commented to his shames, “Look
what Jews are willing to do to come closer
to their Father in Heaven! They are starving
and oppressed, but all they can think of is
going to the mikvah!”
Those Jews in the Lodz Ghetto connected
to the source of life by climbing through
a little hole, a little opening, through
which they reached puriﬁcation, their bor
hashokoh. But what is our opening? How
can we connect with the pure water of
Heaven on Yom Kippur? How is our Yom
Kippur an immersion in the pure waters of
Hashem’s presence? We also need a little
opening through which we can access the
cleansing bor hashokoh. Chazal teach us
(Shir Hashirim Raboh 1:2), “Open up for
Me like an opening the size of the eye of a
needle, and I will open up for you like the

opening of a great hall.” What is our opening
to holiness?

A SPECIAL
COMMITMENT FOR
NEILAH
All we need to do as we prepare to daven
neilah is come to Hashem with one new
commitment for the coming year. But like
Reb Menachem Mendel of Kotzk, zy”a, says,
although our opening need only be the size
of the eye of a needle, it must go “through
and through”. It is not called an opening if
it only goes partway through the metal of
the needle.
Many of us are frustrated with ourselves
because we have taken on commitments on
Rosh Hashanah or Yom Kippur in previous
years but have not stuck to them. We made
big plans for ourselves, but as soon as Succos
was over, or perhaps even right after Yom
Kippur, we slid back into our old routines,
into the “C Minor of life”, as E M Forster
called it. Why do we ﬁnd ourselves back in
the same rut again and again?
We are fortunate to have a collection of
the commitments the Alter of Slabodka, zt”l,
made before Yom Kippur each year. They
are notable in the fact that each one was very
modest. He did not attempt to turn over his
entire life with each commitment. Three
examples of the Alter’s commitments during
various years were: to concentrate more
during the ﬁrst paragraph of shemoneh
esrei, to talk with his wife more after he
comes home from the beis medrash at
night, and to concentrate more on the words
during modim.
Zeroing in on the Alter’s third
commitment, what was so special about
modim? Perhaps one reason is the fact that
we thank Hashem in modim “for our lives
which are given over into Your hands and for
our souls which are in Your care.”
We failed to live up to our ambitious
commitments before Yom Kippur in
previous years because we felt we were in
control of our own lives and that we would
will live forever. We generally did not think
of the day of death, so we did not make
serious commitments. We always thought
there would be time later.
But when one reads modim with
concentration, he remembers that “our lives
are given over into Your hands”. Life is not

guaranteed and no one knows when he will
leave this world. Our lives are not in our own
hands. So, if we want to change, we must
make very small commitments which we can
stick to “through and through”. But those
commitments should be the kind of things
that help us change our perspective on life,
like the Alter of Slabodka’s commitment to
say modim with special concentration.

SHEEP WHO HAVE
LOST EVERYTHING
We feel so lost. All we want is to return
to Hashem. We say, as Dovid Hamelech
did (Tehillim 119:176), “I went astray like
a lost lamb.” But there is an irregularity in
this possuk. If it meant ‘lost lamb’, it should
have used the word ‘ – נאבדlost’. Instead, it
used the word ‘ – אובדlosing’, implying that
the lambs are the ones losing something –
not that that they are lost by someone else.
And the truth is that this makes sense. When
a lamb is lost, the shepherd and ﬂock ‘only’
lose one sheep. But when a lamb goes astray,
it loses everything. It loses its entire ﬂock
and its shepherd. So, when we say we have
gone astray and want to return to Hashem,
we’re saying we have lost everything – our
connection with the Jewish people and to
our shepherd, Hashem.
One such lost sheep was a Jew who we
will call Tzvika, an Israeli Jew who grew
up on a secular kibbutz. For anyone who
is familiar with the secular kibbutzim of
yesteryear, they were devoutly secular,
strictly prohibiting the observance of any
mitzvah or even the mention of G-d’s
name. The residents of this kibbutz were
the children of Holocaust survivors from
Hungary. At one point, several men and
women from the kibbutz went to take a tour
of Hungary with a tour guide to learn about
their families’ history. They visited a few the
villages and towns in which the parents of
the kibbutz residents grew up.
The group arrived in one very small town
where Tzvika’s parents grew up. There was
not much to see so they asked the guide if
there was an old shul in town. He said that
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there was and took them there. But when
they arrived, they saw that it had been turned
into a barn. Animals were walking in and out
and the entire shul smelled of animal waste.
They could still see where the oron kodesh
had been. As they looked around, the men
put napkins or their own hands over their
heads out of respect. Everyone listened to
the tour guide speaking about the history of
the area when suddenly they heard a scream
from upstairs. They went to see what the
commotion was about and found Tzvika
upstairs in the old ezras noshim.
Tzvika explained that while the guide
was speaking, he went upstairs to explore

cry when he realized that his grandfather
had davened with that hadas decades and
decades before.
One Yid from a little town in Hungary
who gave his life for G-d sent his grandson
a message. Why had Tzvika ﬁrst picked up
his grandfather’s machzor? Why had his
grandfather’s hadas stayed alive for him to
ﬁnd so long after he had died sanctifying
G-d’s name? Although his friends could
not understand his wonderment, Tzvika told
them, “I have been disconnected my entire
life from Judaism – from G-d. But G-d made
sure that I would ﬁnd my grandfather’s
machzor so that I would know that even

Every year at neilah, Hashem shows
us a small opening, a hole through which
we can climb to reach the source of life.
and found a complete mess. But by one
wall, he saw several stacks of boxes lined
up. He opened one of the boxes and saw
a set of machzorim for sholosh regolim –
special siddurim for the holidays. It seems
that before the Nazis took over, the Jews
had begun attempting to pack up their
machzorim in the shul, perhaps to hide
them or move them somewhere. Tzvika
told them that he opened the ﬁrst machzor
he found and saw the name of his own
grandfather, who had been killed in the
Holocaust, inscribed on the front cover!
That is why he called out. Everyone agreed
that it was a remarkable coincidence and
very interesting.
Tzvika began to ﬂip through the pages of
the machzor, something he had never done
with a siddur in his life before, and when he
came to the pages of the hallel prayer, which
is recited on Succos and other days, he found
a branch from a hadas – a myrtle. Not only
that, but the hadas was still alive! While it
was brown on the edges, it was still green
in the middle. It had been preserved in the
machzor all those decades. Tzvika began to

where I am, as disconnected as I am, I am
still my holy grandfather’s grandson. And He
arranged that I would ﬁnd my grandfather’s
living hadas so that I would know that no
matter how long I have been separated from
the source of my life, that I still have a spark
of G-d inside me.”
We often feel so disconnected – lost. We
feel like a little lamb who is out on its own
in the world, without shepherd or ﬂock.
But every year at neilah, Hashem shows
us a small opening, a hole through which
we can climb to reach the source of life. We
can grasp that little hadas, that little spark
of life still left inside us after these years.
We can connect to that spark, that bor
hashokoh, by keeping in mind some small
commitment during neilah which has the
power to reconnect us to the source of life.
May Hashem accept all of our teﬁllos this
neilah with mercy and love and may we all
merit to celebrate our reconnection with
Hashem next Yom Kippur in Yerusholayim
with the rebuilt Beis Hamikdosh and the
arrival of Moshiach, may he come right
away! M
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The Moroccan Esrog
The Moroccan esrog, often tall and slender
with a perfect pitom, grows on the steep slopes
of the Atlas Mountains in Morocco. The Jewish
community of Morocco, before its mass migration
in the 20th century, had been using this variety
for two millennia, since the destruction
of the second Temple. The rabbis of
North Africa during this time always
sanctioned this esrog species and
it was therefore also accepted by
Ashkenazi communities all over
Europe. Controversy arose
in the 1980s, when the
Klausenberger Rebbe banned
the use of the Moroccan esrog
for the mitzvah, based on the
fact that many were found to
be seedless. In halochoh, one
of the signs of the authenticity
of the species is the way the
pips are facing, and there was
concern that a pipless esrog is
no esrog at all. The defenders
of the Moroccan esrog argued that
most of them did present with pips and moreover
their pips were lying longitudinally (parallel
to axis), an indicator for the purest variety. In
1995, Rav Y S Elyoshiv zt”l, in Yerusholayim, sent
Professor Eliezer E Goldschmidt with a delegation
of rabbis to Morocco to put the matter to rest.
The delegation, which included London’s own
Dayan A D Dunner and Dayan Y Gukovitzky, set
off on a mission. The group trekked through the
mountains together with a Moroccan expert in
horticulture, to the remote canyon where local
Berbers had been cultivating the Moroccan
citron for centuries. They were very impressed
with the traditions of the cultivators and did
not find a single grafted tree amongst them.
Rav Elyoshiv was satisfied with their report and
through his endorsement, the Moroccan esrog’s
kashrus was happily reinstated.

that
The esrog got
nearly
banned

Beauty, they say, is in the eye of the beholder;
and there is nothing like the mitzvah of
shaking the arbah minim, the four species,
that sends us out into the market place in fierce
determination to purchase the most beautiful esrog
out there! Rare is the mitzvah that has beauty as a built-in
requirement for its fulfilment - and perhaps it is in the investment
of personal aesthetic preference, amongst other more profound
things, that lies the peculiar attachment we have always had
A coin from the
to this mitzvah. So beloved is it that it became almost iconic to
era of the Bar
lt,
vo
Judaism. Before the modern age, when the mogen Dovid came
Kochba re
e
showing th
to symbolise ‘Jewish’, we find the image of a lulav and esrog
lulav and esrog
emblazoned on ancient Jewish grave stones, Judean coins and
mosaic floors.

Segment of
a synagogue
mosaic floor
from Tiberias,
7th-8th
century CE

Eretz Israel Museum,
Tel Aviv, Israel
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The annals of our history in countries far-flung are replete with stories of emissaries going on lengthy
expeditions to procure a precious Mediterranean esrog for their community. Today, with modern transportation
services and farming methods, we are accustomed to having a bewildering variety of esrogim available to us,
albeit at bewildering prices! Each esrog comes with a kashrus certification printed across the box. What
is the kashrus certification assuring us? In the Torah (Vayikroh 23:40), the esrog is defined simply as
pri etz hodor, the fruit of a beautiful tree. The oral tradition establishes for us that the citron, properly
designated citrus medica, is the biblical esrog; medica meaning ‘of the Medes’ or else ‘for medicinal
use’. Whether the esrog tree is of pure stock or if it has, over the centuries, been grafted or pollinated
by other fruit trees is the all-important question. The esrog tree is prone to disease and frost damage,
so grafting it onto a more robust tree trunk is a big temptation for the esrog farmer. However, an
esrog from a grafted tree does not fulfil the halachic requirements for the mitzvah, so an esrog for
Succos needs to be verified as a pure breed. In the following pages, we will pick up the trail of the most
popular varieties of esrog, tell their story and describe their unique characteristics. Do you know the
family history of your esrog?
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The Israeli / Balady Esrog
The pioneers who arrived in Israel in the 1800s sought out a
native esrog tree to cultivate, assuming the trees in the wild
were ancient pure breeds, like those that had been sighted
by the Ramban when he had travelled to Israel in the mid
13th century. The Balady esrog (balady meaning native
in Arabic), especially those grown in the Arab village of
Umm el Fayhm, were inspected and authorised by the Old
Yishuv rabbis, including Rav Shmuel Salant zt”l and Rav
Meir Auerbach zt”l, who collected seeds and
started more plantations of this strain.
Rabbi Yaacov Halevi Sapir zt”l
records in his responsa one
particular harvest in Umm el
Fayhm that he was called upon
to supervise. A large Ashkenazi
population had been displaced by the
Tzfas earthquake of 1837 and had come to settle
in and around Yerusholayim that year, leading to a spike in
demand for esrogim. In the 1870s, Rabbi Chaim Elozor Wax
zt”l devoted himself to cultivating and campaigning on behalf
of the Balady. He published letters and pamphlets that were
distributed worldwide and he planted 600 trees in 1875.
At the same time, however, newly arrived Sephardi Jews
introduced a plantation of Greek esrogim in Jaffa, with the
financial support of Sir Moses Montefiore. These were more
beautiful and more robust than the Balady, and the Jaffa
esrog turned out to be a fierce competitor especially for the
international market. Rav A Y Kook zt”l, who was the rabbi of
Jaffa at the time, established a union for cultivators of kosher,
non-grafted esrogim. He encouraged intraspecific grafting
between the Greek and Balady esrog, which is halachically
sound, and produced the beautiful symmetrical Israeli esrog
of today.
Then there were individual rabbis who came and
pronounced a tree in the wild as a true citron, a pure esrog.
From these came several new families of esrogim. For
example, the Chazon Ish zt”l (1878–1953) gave a bona fide
esrog plant to Yakov Halperin, leading to the Halperin Chazon
Ish variety; and another sapling to Rabbi M Y Lefkowitz, so
that we can purchase a Lefkowitz Chazon Ish esrog! Similarly,
the Braverman family cultivated their esrog saplings
from a tree pronounced kosher by the Maharil Diskin zt”l
(1818-1898), and the rough corrugated Kivilevitz esrog is a
substrain of the Braverman family. The kashrus certification
of all Israeli esrogim includes supervision for the taking
of maaser, the adherence to the orlah restrictions, proper
observance of Shabbos and of the shemittah year. Some
rabbis have exclaimed that, all else being equal, an esrog
grown in the holy soil of Israel is surely a spiritually superior
esrog.

srog

The wild e

PHOTO CREDITS JUDEAN COIN; MOSAIC FLOOR; MOROCCAN,
CORFU, YANOVER AND YEMENITE ESROGIM; MAN WITH YEMENITE
ESROG: WIKIMEDIA COMMONS. OTHER IMAGES: SHUTTERSTOCK.
YASHAR LEVY TRIP ALL PHOTOS: © DAVID KARP
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The Fingered Esrog
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The Corfu Esrog

The success of the Israeli esrog was also a deciding factor in the demise of the Corfu
esrog. By the mid-18th century, the Greek islanders on Corfu realised that there was
big money to be made in cultivating esrogim and they produced the most exquisite esrogim to
ship across Europe. By the end of the century, the Corfu was the preferred variety across much of Ashkenazi Europe,
in spite of its steep price. In 1846, however, a huge acrimonious debate about the kashrus of the Corfu broke out with
many rabbis aligning themselves on one side of the debate or the other. Ironically, it was the very beauty of the fruit
that cast suspicion over it: no ungrafted esrog could be that perfect! The controversy was exacerbated by the Corfu
farmers banding together in 1875 to drastically raise the price of their esrog to six florins each, assuming they had a
monopoly on an indispensable commodity. The rabbis responded by banning the Corfu esrog until the prices were
lowered and the kashrus of the esrog clarified. The local Corfu rabbis continued to insist on its authenticity even
when, in 1876, a ban on the Corfu was issued by 117 Polish rabbis on the basis of evidence for grafting. However, the
temptation to buy such a beautiful esrog continued to be great until, in 1891, there was a blood libel on the island
of Corfu. The Greek islanders found a dead woman on the island and falsely accused the Jews of killing her. In the
ensuing pogrom, 139 Jews were murdered on Corfu, leading newspapers as far away as Newark, New Jersey, to
decry the Corfu esrog as ‘dripping with the blood of the children of Zion’. The beauty of the Corfu esrog had lost
its appeal.

The Yemenite Esrog
You can’t miss the Yemenite esrog. Famed for its extra large size, this pulpless esrog
hails from Yemen, but is today grown in Israel. The fruit is more mature than its
smaller cousins and its tree more stout. The Yemenite community is said to have
been cultivating this same esrog variety in Yemen since the first temple period,
the most ancient claim for antiquity yet! The isolation in which the fruit grew in
Yemen, far from any other citrus onto which it may have been grafted, makes it a
high pedigree fruit. The disadvantage of the enormous esrog is ensuring its larger
surface area does not get scratched or damaged in the extended duration of its
growth. Neot Kedumim, a biblical landscape reserve near Jerusalem, showcases
a variety of esrog trees as part of its re-creation of the botanical setting of ancient
Israel. In 2006, one of their trees produced a Yemenite esrog that made its way into the
Guinness Book of World Records as the largest esrog ever recorded, weighing in at a whopping 4kg!

Yanova / Dimante /
Calabria Esrog
Halachic literature is full of praise for the beauty and desirability of
the Yanova esrog. Yanova, it turns out, is the Hebrew pronunciation
of Genoa, the port town in the north of Italy from whence Italian
citrons were shipped world over. This esrog is otherwise known as
the Dimante esrog, after the town in which it was most commonly
cultivated, or else the Calabria esrog, after the province in Italy
where the esrogim grow. Since the time of the Tosafists, the Yanova
esrog has been used around the world, the oldest Ashkenazi lineage
for an esrog tree. Lubavitch chassidim favour the Yanova above
all others and their rebbes insisted on making their blessing over
a Yanova. This custom is based on a medrash that says that when
Moshe was commanded the mitzvah of taking an esrog, ‘the fruit
of the beautiful tree’, he was transported to Italy where he was
shown a true esrog tree. The province of Calabria is also a worldwide supplier of citrons for culinary purposes, so that many of its
orchards have citron trees grafted onto foreign rootstock, to fortify
the delicate plant against disease and frost. This makes a lot of sense
if you do not have halachic considerations, but for the esrog business
it means extra vigilance. Each year, in July, a large delegation of
rabbis from Israel and around the world make a pilgrimage to the
province of Calabria in Southern Italy to supervise the harvest of the
prized Yanova esrogim for the forthcoming Yom Tov. At 5 am each
morning, a strange procession makes its way through the esrog
groves. A mashgiach, usually a rabbi, heads the procession, going
from tree to tree. First he checks for a smooth trunk, meaning the
tree itself was not grafted. He lies on the ground to examine the part
of the trunk hidden under ground. Following the rabbi is a worker
carrying a box and a pair of scissors. Each fruit is examined for
insects and scratches. Only suitably beautiful and kosher fruit will
be cut off by the worker, wrapped in oakum and gently placed in the
box. The farmer receives the agreed sum for each fruit, it is sealed
and sent off to Israel. Yanova saplings have also been planted in Kfar
Chabad in Israel, where the Yanova is cultivated today.

This unusual citron is a great favourite in
China, Malaysia and Japan where it is grown
for its wonderful aroma and for
ornamental purposes. In
China, the fingered citron
is a symbol of happiness,
longevity and good fortune.
Although it has no
pulp or juice, its
peel is candied or
used to make alcoholic
drinks and tonics. But
what about its use as an esrog? After all, this
curious looking citrus medica var. sarcodactylus
is almost identical in its genetic make up to the
esrog: it only lacks the gene that causes the
sections of the fruit to fuse. One year, in the 18th
century, the Indian community found themselves
stranded with no esrogim, due to the ones that
had been shipped to them arriving mouldy. They
asked the Ben Ish Chai zt”l if they could use the
fingered esrog under these circumstance, but
he ruled against it. Rav Abdallah Somech zt”l,
though, did permit using this esrog in these
extreme circumstances. The same question
arose again during World War II when the entire
yeshiva of Mir was biding its time in Shanghai to
escape Hitler’s inferno. One year they were not
able to get hold of an esrog due to the constraints
of the raging war and the fingered esrog was put
forward as an alternative. The halachic ruling
that they received, though, was that it could not
be used as an esrog. This somewhat grotesque
esrog would have to remain
ornamental and not
sacramental!
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Know your Esrog
Rabbi
Yashar Levy,
accompanied by
several children,
walks through
a narrow gorge
along the path
from Assads to
Dumdir.

Know your Esrog
Rabbi Yashar Levy, pomegranate
from a local tree in hand, in an
esrog grove in Dumdir.

In the
Grove
Hamaor interviews Rabbi Yashar Levy

Q

Rabbi Levy, can you please share
with us your earliest memories of
picking esrogim?

A

Already from the tender age of 13, my father of blessed memory,
Rabbi Yosef HaLevy, would take me along with him on expeditions
to Dumdir to pick etrogim. We had to climb mountains and wade
though streams until we arrived in the area of Sousse in the Anti Atlas
Mountains. We lived back then in Marrakesh, the ‘little Jerusalem of
Morocco’ and for nearly sixty years my father had the merit to select the
finest etrogim from the mountains and bring them back, on camels, to
the rabbis and judges of the city. My father taught me all his wisdom and
experience in examining, packing, protecting and caring for the etrogim.

Q

A

Do you still harvest esrogim from the
same village as you did as a child?

Absolutely! The Arabs who live in the village of Assads have
a longstanding tradition of cultivating etrogim. They fondly
remember my father who they respected greatly as a G-d-fearing
man who was honest and reliable. The two springs that irrigate the groves
are called ‘the Spring of Yitzchak’ and ‘the Spring of Maimon’ after two
Jewish owners in ancient times. There is a tradition that Jews arrived in
this remote area after the destruction of the first Beit Hamikdash!

Q

A

It sounds like you have a good rapport
with the Arab farmers in Assads?

The village is very primitive, with no electricity or gas or running
water. The houses are built with stones and earth and wooden
beams. Yet the people there excel in hospitality to outsiders and
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‘Assads’
esrog on
the tree in
a grove in
Dumdir.
Rabbi Yashar Levy,
originally from
Morocco, lives in the
heart of Golders Green
and is personally
involved with picking
and importing
Moroccan esrogim.
He kindly agreed to be interviewed for
Hamaor to share with us some of his
experiences in the field…quite literally!
in etiquette. In addition, the mayor of the village has special instructions
from the king of Morocco that when the merchants arrive from Europe
and America they are to take special care of their welfare. The locals are
very proud of their etrog trees and elderly Arabs can point out individual
trees that are over 80 years old!

Q

A

Can you describe for us how an esrog
grove looks?

The Arabs give no special treatments to the etrogim but let
everything grow in its natural way. The trees are very low and
near to the ground and the branches which spread through the
grove are propped up by sticks. The branches are very thorny and in
order to go into the groves you have to crawl on your hands and knees...
quite risky! The trees grow close together, hundreds at a time, and the
groves are surrounded by other fruit trees like figs, grapes and dates.
There are many groves in this area and in the month of Elul many buyers
come to purchase them!

Q

A

How are the
esrogim picked?

When we arrive, the Arab farmers crawl under the trees and pick
the etrogim. We examine them on the spot and the good ones get
wrapped up in wool and loaded into big baskets. The baskets are
carried to a nearby village where the etrogim are sorted out and a good
price negotiated. We can ascertain that there are no grafted trees amongst
them because of the remoteness of the area, the smooth tree trunks and
trees that bear fruit every year. Never has a grafted tree been found in
these groves and never have they conducted agricultural experiments to
improve the quality of the etrog. And yet we produce the most beautiful
etrogim to be found!

Porter carrying a box
of esrogs down the path
to Assads from Dumdir,
Morocco

Rabbi Yasher
Levy (right)
with a worker
walking down the
treacherous path
to Asssads from
Dumdir, Morocco

Rabbi Yasher Levy
sorts and wraps
esrogs in the home
of Aknouz, his
supplier. Dumdir.

Q

A

What kind of conditions contribute to
the success of this esrog?

In the summer months, daytime temperatures in this region can
reach 45°C but in the night time it can get very cold. Through
Hashem’s kindness, these are the exact conditions that allow the
trees to remain strong for decades. Oh, and they are known to be very
thirsty trees. Our farmers keep them well irrigated by digging channels
from the spring and they put animal fertiliser around, like in ancient times.
When a tree is getting weak, the farmers take a branch and while it is
attached to the tree, they plant it in the ground and there it takes root and
a new tree is born.

Q

Can you tell us about some of the
great tzaddikim of the past who used
the Moroccan esrog for Succos?

A

Our ancestors, the great rabbis and Kabbalists of the North African
communities, all took their etrogim from these groves. This includes
the Ohr Hachaim Hakodosh and Baba Sali zt”l. My father also
brought his etrogim some fifty years ago to the Satmar Rebbe zt”l and the
Gaon of Brisk, who used them their whole lives. My father also used to
provide a Moroccan etrog for the tzaddik R’ Itzikel of Antwerp for many
years. There has been an uninterrupted chain of tradition for this etrog
for thousands of years, it is mehudar both in kashrut and in beauty. I feel
very blessed to be involved in a trade that brings such a zechut to the
Jewish people!
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Who Determines Dignity?

© DAVE HADLEY

A To r a h P e r s p e c t i v e o n t h e C h a r l i e G a r d C a s e

Dayan Y.Y. Lichtenstein
ROSH BEIS DIN

“He’s gone.”

CONNIE YATES ON THE DEATH OF HER SON, CHARLIE GARD, ON JULY 28TH 2017

Thus ended one of the most gripping and heartrending stories about a
child who might have survived, had the hospital (Great Ormond Street
Hospital – GOSH) and a Judge (Mr Justice Francis) exhibited just a bit
more compassion and a dose of humility.
Rosh Hashanah 5778 / September 2017
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Who Determines Dignity?

The Background
Charlie Gard was an infant born in London
on August 4th 2016. At birth he appeared
to be a perfectly healthy child, but a month
later, when his mother Connie Yates
detected a delay in his development, she
brought him to see a paediatrician, who
eventually referred him to GOSH. There, he
was ultimately diagnosed with a rare genetic
condition known as mitochondrial depletion
syndrome. The eﬀect of the condition is to
cause progressive muscle weakness and
irreversible brain damage.
No cure is known for mitochondrial
depletion syndrome. However, experimental
treatment is being carried out in the USA,
called nucleoside therapy, which is being
championed by a prominent neurosurgeon,
Professor Michio Hirano. Professor Hirano
agreed to treat Charlie if he could be brought
to America. A crowdfunding campaign was
initiated in January 2017 to ﬁnance the trip
and the treatment, and the money (£1.3m)
was raised.
At this point in time, one would have
thought that Charlie would be ﬂown to
America and the treatment begun. But
astonishingly, GOSH refused to cooperate,
claiming that their specialists had decided
deﬁnitively that any treatment would not
improve the baby’s condition. They stated
that the treatment suggested was only
experimental and not curative, and as
such they recommended that Charlie’s life
support machine be switched oﬀ, and he be
allowed to ‘die with dignity’.
Charlie’s parents, Chris Gard and Connie
Yates, began a lengthy legal battle with GOSH
to prevent their son’s life support being
turned oﬀ. The legal battle was necessary
because when parents and a hospital dispute
a child’s treatment, the Children’s Act 1989
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mandates that the issue must be brought to
the civil courts. The case began on March
3rd 2017, in front of Mr Justice Francis, who
gave a judgement in April that GOSH should
stop providing life support.
Further court cases and appeals, to the
Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court,
followed, which both dismissed the appeals,
and to the European Court of Human Rights,
which refused to intervene. Appeals from the
Pope and the President of the USA, Donald
Trump, were ignored. When Professor
Hirano oﬀered to come and examine Charlie
in person, the judge granted an extension
of 48 hours on July 10th. However, at that
point, new scans indicated that Charlie’s
condition had deteriorated to the point of
no return. Chris Gard and Connie Yates gave
up their ﬁght and the judge ruled Charlie be
moved to a hospice where his life support
would be withdrawn.
Even pleas from Charlie’s parents that
he be allowed to spend some time at home
with them before he died were refused by
the hospital and the courts, on the grounds
that they were impractical. And a petition
to keep him alive for a couple of days in the
hospice was turned down.
And so, on July 28th, Charlie was sent to
the hospice, and without life support, passed
away shortly afterwards.
The behaviour of both the hospital and the
judge in this case has been truly astonishing.
a Why could the hospital not cooperate
with a request from the parents back in
January to allow him to transfer to the
USA, for a possible chance to be treated
successfully? Claims by the hospital that
they were only interested in Charlie’s
wellbeing ring very hollow indeed.
a The judge too could have ruled on
March 3rd that the infant be given a
chance for life.

From a Torah perspective, it is the
father who is responsible for the
wellbeing of his young children

a Time and again the hospital and the
judge displayed a lack of compassion,
including representatives of the hospital
informing Charlie’s parents of the results
of the final and determinant scan in
court! One would have thought that
they could at the least have informed
the parents privately before the hearing.
a While the judge’s refusal to allow them
several more days in the hospice with
their child was following procedure,
could there not have been some
compassionate exception made under
the circumstances?
a Most compellingly, the hospital did
not consult with Professor Hirano or
send him Charlie’s scans and records
back in January, before his condition
deteriorated so badly.
Great Ormond Street Hospital and
Justice Francis will be judged by history.
The purpose of this article is not to discuss
the ﬁner details of the case, but to provide
a Torah perspective to the story. I outline
below a summary of how it would have been
handled, had halochoh been the governing
system applied.

A Torah Perspective
I begin with a general point. According to
the Torah, what is the obligation to heal?
The Torah says in Vayikroh, “Nor shall you
stand idly by the blood of your fellow”. The
Talmud in Sanhedrin 73A derives from here
an obligation to save the life of an endangered
person. This is codiﬁed in the Shulchan
Aruch. The Shulchan Aruch (Yoreh Deoh
336.1) rules that “the Torah gave permission
to the physician to heal. This is a religious
precept and is included in the category of
saving life. If the physician withholds his
services, it is considered as shedding blood
even if there is another physician available,
because not everyone merits to be healed
from the same physician”.

It is quite clear from the Shulchan Aruch
that there is an obligation upon every
doctor to heal, and no single doctor has
the monopoly on healing. If one physician
cannot cure, it is possible that the healing
will be eﬀected by a diﬀerent one.
In the case of Charlie Gard, there
were other physicians who believed that
nucleoside therapy should be given a
chance (seven doctors from diﬀerent
countries in fact). And there was a doctor
who volunteered to do the treatment
himself. While everyone acknowledged
that the results were not guaranteed, they
felt that there was a possibility (“small but
signiﬁcant” according to Professor Hirano)
of it improving brain function. According to
halochoh, there was an obligation on GOSH
to cooperate and attempt the treatment of
the American doctor.
The second issue to be considered
according to halochoh is sanctity of life, and
when it is permitted to withdraw life support
from a terminally ill person.
This issue is relevant very often in a range
of terminally ill patients’ cases. Every rov
is familiar with the problem of hospitals
attempting to convince the family to agree
to a DNR (do not resuscitate) or even worse,
‘pulling the plug’ in patients that are very
much alive.
Once again, the Shulchan Aruch is very
clear on this point (Yoreh Deoh 336.1 in the
Remo). “It is forbidden to cause someone to
die more quickly”.
Current halachic literature is full of
discussion determining at what point in
halochoh someone is considered dead vis
a vis ‘pulling the plug’ on a life support
machine. Is brain dead considered dead
or not? The Chief Rabbinate in Israel
considers the cessation of any brain activity
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as conclusive evidence that one is dead,
while the great poskim Rav Elyashiv zt”l
and Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach zt”l
considered only irreversible cessation of
breathing to be the determining factor. All,
however, are agreed that if the patient has
brain activity it is absolutely forbidden to
extubate the patient, and the one who does
so and precipitates death has spilled blood
– murder!
The one exception to this is if the
patient is suﬀering extreme pain. Then,
one does not have to take extraordinary
measures to prolong life, if all that will
be accomplished is prolonging agony.
However, intubation and normal feeding
must be continued regardless.
It is not entirely clear if Charlie Gard
was in any pain – GOSH claimed that they
could detect pain sensation, while Charlie’s
parents claimed that he did not exhibit any
signs of pain. It would have been impossible
for the judge to have come to a ﬁnding in
this matter.
The third point that arose in the case was
an obvious question. Who should make the
decisions? The underpinning of the legal
argument was that children do not belong
to their parents. Parents have no rights over
their children, only duties – and the most
important one is to act in their children’s best
interests. Children have rights, and we must
safeguard these rights. Thus, the Children’s
Act puts the decision regarding the child’s
best interests into the hands of the judiciary.
This may well be a good argument in a case
where parents are acting irresponsibly and
not allowing their children to have normal
acceptable treatments, and of course if they
are actively hurting their children. However,
it is absolutely absurd to apply the above
reasoning to this case. No-one could refrain

from admiring the devotion and common
sense shown by these two parents. The
treatment being oﬀered was to be carried out
by an eminent specialist and expert working
in a top hospital in New York.
From a Torah perspective, it is the father
who is responsible for the wellbeing of
his young children (Shulchan Aruch Even
Hoezer 71.1 - see Piskei Din Harabbani Vol.
10 p219, which interprets this as referring
also to chronic medical conditions). The
decision should therefore have been taken
by Chris Gard. Neither the hospital nor even
a judge should have determined who treated
Charlie. The hospital, by using its clout with
the law, eﬀectively determined that Charlie
should die, when he should die and how
he should die – all against the wishes of
Charlie’s parents.
This case opens up a most serious issue
with great implications – the legalisation of
euthanasia.
Here, the courts decided that a live person
should die because of the importance they
placed on quality of life and a digniﬁed
death in a terminally ill person. As he was
a child, the courts were considered his
guardians. Will the next ‘logical’ step be
to expand the courts’ powers in all sorts of
cases? This is a very dangerous precedent,
especially for religious Jews who believe
in keeping their kin alive even in the most
diﬃcult circumstances. Perhaps it is time to
gather our top legal people from the Jewish
community, and to begin a dialogue with
politicians, to eﬀect a change in the law
before it aﬀects all of us.
But in the short term, consideration must
be given for adults to appoint someone with
a power of attorney, to keep the courts from
making decisions that involve the sanctity of
life, on their behalf. M
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RAV ELIYAHU ESSAS
Rav
Eliyahu
Essas,
renowned activist and
spiritual leader, was
the mastermind of the
operations from the
Russian side. He would
Rav Eliyahu Essas, send messages to Mr
Russian community
leader, teacher and Hirsch to let him know
activist
which
supplies
and
teachers were needed.

With special thanks to: The interviewees, who gave generously of
their time. Mr Turner, for the loan of photograph collections and
documents (all historical pictures with no credit listed are from
this collection). Mr Ernie Hirsch, for permission to reproduce
photographs and information from ‘Refused’, published privately in
Tel Aviv, 2004. The Central Archives for the History of the Jewish
People, Jerusalem. With appreciation for the time spent searching
for specific photographs.

A

s the Yomim Noroim approach, local stores
promote vast ranges of Yom Tov items - both
essential and luxurious. From machzorim and
shofros to diamond-encrusted challah covers and
pomegranate-flavoured crisps, you can find it all.

But there have been times and places in Jewish history
when procuring the barest of essentials for Yom Tov required
espionage, courage and risking one’s life. Sounds extreme? The
time in question was only as far back as the 1980s. The setting
– the former Soviet Union.

THE PLIGHT OF THE REFUSENIKS
Russia had been under communist leadership since the
Bolshevik Revolution overthrew the monarchy in 1917. Life
under the communist regime was difficult. Standards of living
were low compared to western countries, with regular queues
for food and the most basic of living conditions. The Soviet
authorities were openly anti-Semitic, requiring Jews to display
their nationality on their identity cards and, from the 1950s,
barring them from important party positions and jobs.

KEY PLAYERS
THE ORGANISERS
Ernie Hirsch ran the
missions from his London
home. Now lives in Netanya
Rav Eliyahu Essas ran
operations in Russia. Born
and raised in Russia; now
lives in Israel
SENT ON A MISSION
Dayan Berel Berkowits zt”l
Greatly missed Federation
Beis Din dayan
Mr Stephen Colman
Mortgage broker, arbah
minim importer and Hatzolo
volunteer for 38 years, lives
in Golders Green
Mrs Yana Girsch was born
and raised in Russia and
now lives in Antwerp
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Mr Philip Goldberg
Proud family man, chair
of Kisharon and Hatzolo
volunteer, married to Suzy
(below)

The 1967 war in Israel created two significant shifts. On the
one hand, it made Russia increasingly hostile to Israel and the
Jewish people. On the other, it reawakened a latent interest in
the Jewish people for many assimilated and non-observant
Russian Jews.

Mrs Suzy Goldberg
Educator and successful
shadchan, lives in Hendon

Many Jews applied to leave the country and move to Israel.
Once denied permission, they would lose their jobs and risked
torture and accusations of treason and spying. They would wait
until the next opportunity to apply to leave. These unfortunate
Jews became known as ‘Refuseniks’.

Mr David Lichtensztajn
Dedicated member of the
Golders Green community,
where he volunteers
for Hatzolo
Rav Chaim Pearlman Rav
of Machzike Hadath, lives
in Hendon
Mr Norman Turner Actuary
and regular maggid shiur,
lives in Hendon
…along with a staggering
246 men and women from
the North-West London
Jewish community!

The restrictions on Jewish practice and learning became
tighter, until it was nearly impossible to live a full Jewish life.

RRJ IS BORN
Asked to become involved in helping Russian
Jewry, Mr Ernie Hirsch took a trip from his
hometown of London, to Moscow, in 1979. “That
trip changed everything”, he recollects. After
witnessing both the appalling living conditions
Mr Ernie Hirsch,
and the tremendous thirst for Torah, Ernie made
creator of RRJ
a decision that would change his life – and that of
countless others. RRJ – ‘Russian Religious Jews’ – was officially
launched in 1981.

Working tirelessly around the
clock, Ernie and his family would
pack suitcases, brief and debrief their
emissaries, raise the necessary funds
and keep meticulous records – all from
their Hendon home. Information about
the community’s needs were provided
by Rav Eliyahu Essas (see side bar).
Every fortnight, a team of two agents
was sent to Russia – often, one would
give shiurim and the other would attend
to logistics. Ernie handpicked men and
women who could teach Torah and
attend to communal needs, making
sure to send a variety of role models,
including dayonim, rabbonim and
professionals.

Explaining that the hotel rooms were
bugged, Suzy Goldberg recalls the
cautionary instructions to phone the
British Embassy on arrival and notify
the authorities of location and length
of stay.

A staggering 246 individuals made the
journey – with many travelling twice. A
small selection of this incredible group
told their story to Hamaor.

The travellers had to be creative
when taking records of contacts and
future plans. “I bought a vinyl record
of Russian music”, chuckles Mr Stephen
Colman, “I unglued the cover, wrote
information on the edge and resealed
it using soap”. Other hiding places for
written notes included inside his tie,
and in between the layers of a matchbox
cover.

Many attest to Mr Hirsch’s enthusiasm
as their reason for embarking on a trip.
“You couldn’t say no to him”, recalls
Mr Philip Goldberg, fondly, “Ernie
was inspirational”. When asked what
motivated him to ever consider this
mammoth task, Ernie shrugs off the
question. “I am a Jew”, he says, simply.
Pausing, he adds, wryly, “I am also
an adventurer”.

Whilst in his hotel room, a visitor
once mentioned to his travel companion
that he was going to request an extra
towel. Immediately, there was a knock
on the door and a hotel employee
handed him a towel! Understandably,
it was not possible to converse in the
hotel room and so magic-boards were
used to scribble and erase messages to
each other.

Rav Essas grew up in a traditional Jewish
home. His parents tried to teach him
what they could, but there was no Jewish
education available. Most importantly,
however, they imparted Jewish values,
which would strengthen him later in life,
in his courageous endeavours.
Modestly describing himself as a ‘regular
guy’, Rav Essas explains that he went to
school and continued on to university,
where he achieved a PhD in Mathematics.
His spiritual journey really began at the
age of 23, when he decided to teach
himself Hebrew. Learning with the help
of the few elderly men who could teach,
he progressed steadily until he was
himself a rov and teaching regularly.
Those who studied with him in Russia
describe his unwavering self-sacrifice,
as well as his incredible knowledge.
Charged with a mission, Rav Essas sees
no reason to slow down now that he
is living peacefully in Israel. He holds
a senior position at Aish Hatorah and
spends his time teaching and learning
– “whatever I did there, I continue to
do here.”
Rav Essas has revolutionised Torah
access for the Russian-speaking
audience by launching his popular
shiurim website, www.evrey.com

Adventurous spirit would certainly
be needed for the risky and astonishing
escapades which would unfold.

OUTSMARTING THE KGB
Trips were carefully planned to
appear as tourist excursions. Travellers
would bring along guidebooks and
attend cultural sites, often as part of
organised tours. This was all part of
the ruse to disguise the true purpose of
the trip – to bring vital supplies and to
teach Torah.
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to russia with love

A RUSSIAN PERSPECTIVE

Mr Turner posing at the Kiev
skaya
Metro Station, 1986 – a busy
terminal
from which visitors would trave
l all
over Moscow to deliver shiur
im.

a few of the items that were smuggled
in, thanks to sheer ingenuity and
quick thinking.

n Turner, 1986. The
A postcard sent home from Russia by Mr Norma
been successful in teaching
has
he
that
implies
ge
messa
coded
lly
carefu
niks.
Torah and providing support to the Refuse

LULOVIM

Mr Stephen Colman, during his
second trip to Russia, 1986

Unfortunately, not all of
these efforts were successful.
Stephen recalls his camera
being confiscated at Moscow
airport on the return journey.
When it was returned, the film
was missing from inside. He
travelled home in great fear that
the negatives would be developed,
causing
problems
for
the
Refuseniks he had photographed.
The plane made an unscheduled
stop at Leningrad airport, where
soldiers stood attentively with
rifles, much to Stephen’s terror.
He describes the ‘sigh of relief’ on
leaving Russian airspace.

RRJ Collection in CAHJP

An example of the seforim avail
able in Russia – only pre-war
seforim
were permitted. Rav Essas soak
ed up all he could from these
ancient
treasures. Visitors were often
surprised to discover rare editi
ons
amongst them. Rabbi Pearlman
came across a stash of hund
reds of
copies of “Sefer Chever Ham
aamarim”, which was written
by Rav
Yerucham, the famed mashgiach
of Mir Yeshiva. The sefer had
been
printed, but the outbreak of
war had sadly prevented its
distribution.

The Russian authorities were
suspicious of Hebrew books, so
travellers only took a couple each. A
note would be written on a visa that two
books had been taken into the country,
meaning that two must leave! To get
around this, the visitors would simply
switch the seforim with old, unneeded
books instead.

Rov Moshe Kupetz,
whose
creativity meant tha
t tefillin
could be brought to
Russia

RRJ Collection in the Central

Archives for the History of the
Jewish People

MACHZORIM

“We smuggled in lulovim in bunches
of flowers”, explains Ernie Hirsch. “The
airport officers were very impressed
that we wanted to bring flowers for the
maids in the hotel!”

ESROGIM
These were not difficult to smuggle
in, as they were passed off as fruit used
for making tea!

TEFILLIN
Mr Norman Turner recalls his
eventful journey with Rav Moshe
Kupetz. Rav Kupetz flew with two pairs
of tefillin so that he could donate one
set to a Russian. The customs officers
accepted that he required them for daily
religious use; however, they questioned
the necessity for two sets! Without
flinching, Rav Kupetz explained that he
had one set for weekday and a special
set for Shabbos. Satisfied, the officers
waved him through.

BRINGING SUPPLIES
Ernie Hirsch explains that there were
three categories of items transported to
Russia: Religious articles, items needed
for daily life and objects which could be
sold to raise funds.
Many of the Russian Jews lived
in poverty. Valuable items such as
cameras could be sold on the black
market to raise money. A leather coat
could bring in enough to feed a family
for a whole year.
The customs authorities seemed
happy to let items through as long as
their owners could explain why they
were personally required. Here are just

MIRACULOUS DELIVERY
Mr and Mrs Hirsch had gone to a local
chemist to buy supplies for an imminent
trip. Loading their basket with essential
medical supplies, Ernie noticed cans of
baby milk powder. He wanted to take
three, but his wife told him they were
too bulky. Besides, they had not been
requested. With inexplicable certainty,
Ernie insisted on the purchase and
it was sent with the next traveller. On
arrival, the traveller was told that there
was a newborn urgently in need of baby
milk. “This was a neis”, exclaims Ernie,
“and from then on, we always sent baby
milk.”

Mrs Yana Girsch (Chmilinsky) grew up in Moscow and lived as a Refusenik for ten years.
She kindly shared her story with Hamaor.

to russia with love

“I was born to a traditional family with extremely strong Jewish identity”, explains
Yana, adding that her grandparents from both sides were religious. However, typically
for those of her generation, Yana was not able to receive much Jewish education. “Yom
Kippur – I thought that it was a day when some of the old Jews would fast. On Purim,
I would get presents from some of my relatives, but I thought it was because of my
birthday, which is very close to that festival.”

Yana was also raised in an atmosphere of fear. She recalls her grandfather and his
brother putting on tefillin only once they “had closed the shutters and warned me not
to tell anyone!” Similarly, her family stopped taking her to shul, worried that she would
say something about it in school and get the family into trouble. “My mother was a
doctor,” says Yana, “and it was a very sensitive situation then – lots of doctors were
arrested by Stalin in his famous ‘project’ of killing Jewish doctors”1.
Yana described the difficult conditions for those refused exit to Israel. “Not only were
they fired from their jobs, they often become subjects of harassment – neighbours,
colleagues and former friends ignored them, called them traitors and even attacked
their children.
Nevertheless, Yana proudly recalls the stoicism of the Jewish community. “In Rav
Essas’ group, some lived for two to four years without eating chicken or meat, as there
was no kosher shechita available for a time. Quite often, it was almost impossible to
even buy kosher fish.” Yana would often coordinate shiurim and visits in Moscow,
overcoming her fear of the loitering KGB to accompany the RRJ agents to their
various stops.
Mr Hirsch, affectionately known to all by his code-name, ‘Gingy’, was a source of
“boundless ahavas Yisroel”. Yana describes the tremendous chizuk derived from the
RRJ activities and supplies, noting that Mr Hirsch and his whole family were “busy
‘till deep in the night, with a house full of supplies, travellers, debriefing sessions
and records.”
Yana and her family remain in close contact with the Hirsch family and still feel
grateful for their constant kindness. Yana suggests that Mr Hirsch was part of the
reason they were finally able to leave after ten years as Refuseniks – “when the
Ribbono Shel Olom saw his devotion to us and heard his prayers on our behalf for so
many years, that must have surely made a difference.”
1

During an anti-Semitic campaign in 1952-3. Stalin had a group of prominent Moscow doctors (mostly Jewish), arrested and
tortured for allegedly conspiring to assassinate him. Stalin died before anyone was killed and the plot was later discovered to
have been completely fabricated.

SOFRUS INK
When a Russian sofer requested
ink, Ernie Hirsch hatched a plan.
He poured the ink into coca cola
bottles and resealed them. Sadly, the
officials confiscated them as being an
unacceptable ‘capitalistic drink’. Ernie
comforted himself with the thought
that “whoever drunk it must have had
a mighty stomach ache!”

MESIRAS NEFESH
According to Suzy and Philip
Goldberg, the biggest personal gain from
the trip was the chance to encounter
“indescribable mesiras nefesh”.
Both recall feeling overwhelmed
at the lengths to which the Russians
were prepared to go, for the sake of
Yiddishkeit. Mrs Goldberg refers to her

trip as an “opportunity” to witness the
most “genuine mesiras nefesh” possible.
Rabbi Chaim Pearlman similarly
recalls the terrifying, yet exhilarating
feeling of giving a shiur, knowing that
there could be a knock on the door at any
second, with disastrous consequences.
Rabbi Pearlman relates: “I once gave a
shiur to a group of brilliant scientists
who had been stripped of their jobs
and responsibilities following a visa
application to Israel. They had all been
beaten up by the KGB the day before,
yet risked everything to come and learn
some Torah.”
Mr David Lichtensztajn remembers
meeting an elderly Lubavitch gentleman
who was particular about cholov yisroel.
Whilst visitors would occasionally
bring suitable products from abroad, he
generally had to make do without dairy

A Russian mikvah
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A clandestine chuppah. Mr Turner taught the
chosson. Weddings took place in apartments with
closed curtains and great secrecy. Those who
attended such occasions said they were among
the nicest chassenes they had ever attended.

DAYAN BEREL BERKOVITS
ZT”L
By Rebbetzin Zelda Berkovits
My husband, zt”l, went to Moscow
twice. Following that, life was distinctly
‘before Moscow’ and ‘after Moscow’.
The incredible dedication and bravery
of the Refuseniks he came into contact
with deeply affected him.
The missions themselves were fraught
with tension; his hotel room was
bugged and the KGB was a frequent
sight. But this paled into comparison
Refuseniks lived. Many were jobless
and reliant on the goods brought in
by the English visitors. Despite this,
they showed amazing bravery for
Yiddishkeit. He recalled bringing
a package of matzos and wine for
an elderly Jewish man in shul, who
welcomed it with visible joy but added
“hatzileini miyad ochi” to warn him the
other mispallelim were KGB informers.
The men learned with him on Friday
night for six straight hours, this after a
meal consisting only of a meagre fish
and potato stew, which they shared
with him. Sixteen women turned
up for a secret shiur lasting three
hours, which he ended by assuring
them he would conclude it one day in
Yerusholayim. He admitted later this
was said more to give them hope than
out of any real conviction they would
ever leave, yet some years later he did
indeed give a shiur to all those women
who had made their way to Israel. In
his foreword to the book, ‘Refused’, he
described the feeling he had during
the shiur of “poignancy and a surge
of emotions which he had rarely

Family Berkovits photo collection

experienced since.”

Dayan Berel Berkovits, zt”l, at a secret gathering in
Moscow (second from left)
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Mr Turner sharing the joys of gemora learning

A forbidden ritual: Bris Milah

Rav Chaim Pearlman (centre), rov of
Machzike Hadath, on a mission in 1986

products. Mr Lichtensztajn’s “fraught”
week engendered enormous respect
for Russian Jews. “The Russians were
very laid back”, he says incredulously.
“When we discovered that the KGB
were following us, they did not seem
concerned. They were used to it.”
Vigilance was required at all times,
even when attending shul. As Rabbi
Pearlman explains, some of the
gabboim and attendees were informers
or even members of the KGB. Shiurim
could be delivered in Yiddish only –
thus making Torah inaccessible to all
but the few elderly who still understood
the language. Teaching in Russian was
illegal, and therefore those attending
shiurim would arrive separately
and discreetly.

Torah to those who were thirsting for
it”. He undertook a gruelling schedule,
teaching “from morning ‘till night”. He
describes his shock on encountering
the level of ignorance and vast gaps in
basic knowledge. On the other hand, Rav
Pearlman enthuses, “They made fast
progress which could only be described
as miraculous.”
Mrs Suzy Goldberg says she will never
forget the looks on the women’s faces as
they soaked up words of Torah during
shiurim with her travel companion,
Mrs Gila Rosen. Mr Lichtensztajn was
so moved by the experience of learning
with a particular young man that the
subject of their chavrusah – haftoras
parshas Chukas – has stayed with him
in detail. “I think of him every year
when we reach that haftoroh”, he smiles.
Communicating via messengers
and coded letters, Ernie Hirsh and
Rav Essas constructed schedules of
regular shiurim. Sometimes, the topic
would be ongoing and teachers would
pick up from where the last one had left
off. The venues changed daily to avoid
suspicion, and Rav Essas formed an

Rav Avrohom Miller (left), former talmid of the Chofetz
Chaim, was unable to teach Torah as his home was
watched by the KGB

intricate network for passing on details
surreptitiously.
Scattered,
elderly
individuals
with real Torah knowledge served
as poignant reminders of what had
been lost. An elderly Jew named Rav
Avrohom Miller had, in his youth,
been the chavrusah of the son of the
Ponevitcher Rosh Yeshiva. He had also
learnt directly from the Chofetz Chaim.
Although Rav Eliyahu Essas was zocheh
to learn with Rav Miller for a couple
of years, the danger soon became too
great. Rav Miller, a former inmate of
Siberian prison camps, became aware
that his home was bugged and under
constant surveillance. Although he

It is hard for our generation to relate
to a world where each word of Torah
must imbibed carefully; for fear that
it will be the last. The Russians would
concentrate for hours on end, their faces
radiant, as they devoured the precious
teachings brought to them by RRJ.

HISTORY LIVES ON
The RRJ missions came to a happy
end thanks to the ushering in of a new
era in Russia. From 1987, restrictions
were relaxed and it became easier to
leave the country. With decreased need
for visitors and supplies, RRJ completed
its final mission to Russia in 1990. But
the story does not end there.
Although Russian Jewry emigrated
to various places such as America
and Australia, around 95 percent of
the Russians taught by RRJ visitors

Mr David Lichtensztajn

TORAH LEARNING
For Rav Pearlman, the trip was “an
incredible opportunity to be marbitz

would occasionally greet RRJ visitors
in shul, his silent presence remained
a tantalisingly closed window into a
world of Torah giants.

APPRECIATING THE YOMIM NOROIM DAVENING

The mivkah was an incredibly basic
facility, loving maintained by a loyal
mikvah lady. Women would travel for
as much as two days to be able to keep
this mitzvah.

Dayan Ehrentreu giving a shiur

RRJ Collection in CAHJP

with the grim conditions in which the

“My experience in Russia helped me to better appreciate the Yomim Noroim
davening. When I learned of the fall of the communist regime, the words “ki
sa’avir memsheles zodon min ho’oretz” (“when You will remove the domination
of evil from the earth”), which we say during the Rosh Hashanah amidoh, took
on a new meaning. Having witnessed the cruelty of the Soviet authorities, I
have a completely changed kavonoh when I reach these words in the davening.”
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of the group
and its love for Eretz Yisroel. Some of
the original travellers even met up with
their former talmidim in Israel. Philip
Goldberg warmly recounts a meeting
with someone who had just arrived in
an absorption centre in Israel – “It was
an emotional experience”.
Rav Essas continues to teach Torah
to Russian speakers, maintaining
contact with many of the original
group. In 2005, Rav Essas and Mr
Hirsch organised a reunion. Expecting
50 or 60, they prepared accordingly,
only for a staggering 250 people to
show up! “The room was so crowded”,
reminisces Ernie, “that no-one could get
to the tables, and so all the food was
left untouched!”
‘Russian Religious Jews’ has left a
legacy of hundreds of committed Jews,
who are raising the next generations
with Torah education and values. The
impact has been enormous. The visitors
are left with a sense that whilst they
went to give, they received much more.
The opportunity to be involved in this
unique task and to meet the devoted
Russian Jews has been life-changing.
RRJ may be an episode in history, but
its lessons and inspiration continue to
live on. M
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With thanks to the
Federation for their
unstinting support for
the Oneg Shabbos
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In response to demand from the קהילה

SMALL CLAIMS BEIS DIN SERVICE
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up to £5000
G Receive a brief, written, binding  פסקwithin 72 hours
G Cases heard only by mutual consent of both parties
G Cases will be heard by a single Dayan
For information or to make an appointment
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A SERVICE OF THE FEDERATION BEIS DIN
Nominal fees apply
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THE APPLIANCE
OF SCIENCE
HALACHIC CHALLENGES IN THE
21ST CENTURY KITCHEN
RABBI YISROEL MOSHE GUTTENTAG

RABBINIC COORDINATOR, KF KOSHER, AND FEDERATION SHAILATEXT

S

hopping for a new household appliance was once a relatively simple exercise.
But in the 21st century it has become something of a logistical nightmare.
Energy efficient and technologically advanced as they are, how is it possible
for the average householder to truly comprehend the inner operations of his
fridge-freezer or oven, and know whether it is fully compliant with the rigorous halachic
demands of shemiras Shabbos?
With a finger on the communal pulse via its popular ShailaText service, it has become
evident to the Federation that many members of the kehilloh struggle for clarity in this
area. And in response to this demand, the organisation is launching an online resource
offering pre-purchase advice, aiming to assist the kosher consumer in identifying
appliances which are usable on Shabbos.
For an initial insight into the challenges we all face as we step out into the commercial
world of appliance purchase, read on. What should we be on the lookout for, how can
potential pitfalls be avoided, and what future challenges await us in this increasingly
complex area?

THE SIMPLE FRIDGE?
The advent of the digital age has created vast numbers of
halachic shailos regarding our use of household appliances, but
contemporary questions in fact represent the second wave of
halachic challenges raised with regard the use of appliances. Early
fridges also led to some tough questions being posed.
Opening the door and ﬁnding that the internal light was lit was
the ﬁrst of many unwanted surprises, and it became universally
accepted that one must sidestep the question by unscrewing the
light and neutralising it.
Less redeemable a quandary were the halachic questions
presented by the eﬀects on the operation of the machinery itself.
Allowing hot air to enter the fridge cavity, the fridge would receive
warning that the temperature had risen and thus begin to run
the compressor – setting in motion the process which would cool
the fridge.
Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach zt”l, applying multi-levelled
reasoning, allowed for opening and closing the door although it
could be possible that the fridge would begin to operate earlier than
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would otherwise have been the case. This became the accepted
norm in vast portions of the Jewish world.

OPENING THE DOOR
TO NEW HALACHIC
QUESTIONS
But how has fridge purchase been complicated in recent years?
One quickly detectable issue is that of the lighting. Incandescent
light bulbs have been replaced by state of the art LEDs. From the
perspective of practical halochoh, like their predecessors, these
lights must not be operated on Shabbos. To complicate the matter,
they generally cannot be unscrewed.
LED display screens present a further complication. While some
appliances may run with an unchanging display, on others, the
display will be altered as the door opens. This presents a serious
issue of koseiv – writing - and should be avoided on Shabbos.
Even the means to prevent electronic activity from taking place
when the doors open has changed. Replacing visible plunger
switches, manufacturers have instead concealed magnets, building

them into the casing of the appliance. Though in some cases, the
location of the magnets is predictable and common knowledge,
this is by no means guaranteed, and a struggle to ﬁnd the right
location can be the cause of some consternation.
On opening the door, the magnet is separated, breaking an
electric circuit, thus indicating to the fridge that the door is open.
Placing and sticking down a powerful magnet next to the fridge’s
own hidden one will convince the appliance that it is in fact
permanently closed.
Whilst this trick almost always works, in some devices, the
magnets have been hidden in a way which makes them elusively
diﬃcult to locate. It is also possible that not all fridge activity is
controlled by one single set of magnets but that others remain
hidden away. Worse still, even when magnets have been installed
but not located entirely precisely, in some cases the lights will
ﬂicker momentarily as the doors close and open.
With the current rapid-ﬁre development of technology, it will
be no surprise if in years to come, the appliances that are oﬀered
for sale are even more sensitive and reactive to our actions than
is currently the case. It isn’t diﬃcult to imagine fridges which are
controlled with infrared sensors and video technology, feeding
information to the appliance on matters such as how full the
shelves are and carefully controlling the way in which cool air is
distributed around the fridge cavity.

CURRENT HALACHIC
DEBATE
Is it time to revisit Rav Shlomo Zalman’s ruling with regards to
the hidden eﬀects of opening the fridge door?
Whilst the presence of some of the issues highlighted in the
previous section can be detected through a visual inspection
of the fridge, others remain buried in the small-print of fridge
speciﬁcation. An understanding of the workings of recent fridge
models has caused consternation in some circles in recent years.
The terms ‘thermostat’ and ‘thermistor’ may seem as though
they refer to the same product, but in truth, they represent two
distinctly diﬀerent methods of regulating climate control. Whilst
the traditional ‘thermostat’ controlled the working of the fridge
apparatus through mechanical means, today’s appliances are
commonly controlled by sensitive digital technology known as
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I have bought a fridge recently and have removed the light
bulbs. I am concerned that the fridge seems to make a noise
when the door closes – is this a problem with regards to
Shabbos and what can I do to resolve this?
Listen carefully – is it a whooshing sound – as though air is
being suctioned out - or does it sound like a soft humming
sound? Does it start instantaneously when the door closes?
Sounds like a soft humming sound, and happens as the
door closes.

From your description it sounds as though the motor is
activated by a (hidden) switch as the door closes and this
does present a problem with regards to opening and closing
the door on Shabbos. You need to try neutralising the door
switch. We recommend screwing the light bulb back in so
that you can find the door switch and close it. Try taping
down the plunger switch (if appropriate) or alternatively
you may need to do this with the aid of a magnet . For
instructions on this, take a look at our new online buying
guides at www.federation.org.uk. Contact ShailaText if you
need further guidance .

‘thermistors’ – these devices provide a constant stream of digital
readings ‘written’ to a microchip concealed in the fridge’s modern
design.
In a similar vein, the word ‘inverter’ – used to describe technology
capable of making minute changes to a fridge compressor speed
to achieve the desired eﬀect on the temperature – is on the tip of
the tongue of those halachically in the know. According to some,
the concept, which has slipped into many prevalent fridges, spells
the end of blanket permission to open a fridge door on Shabbos.
Questions surrounding ‘inverter’ technology and of invisible
digital readings are a development of the 21st century, but they
have already spawned the creation of innovative new Shabbos
compliant solutions.
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THE APPLIANCE OF SCIENCE
SHABBOS SOLUTIONS
FOR FRIDGES
Companies such as ‘Mishmeres HaShabbos’ and ‘Zman
Technologies’ have created bespoke electronic solutions
designed to ensure appliances can be used without
shemiras Shabbos concerns. Some of these devices need
to be installed professionally once a fridge is purchased;
others are now being embedded into the fridge design. Is
this the future of fridge technology here in the UK?
Whereas in Eretz Yisroel and the USA, the huge Jewish
communities leverage their buying power to bear inﬂuence on the
design of appliances, here in the UK we are generally left to grapple
with appliances as they are manufactured for the wider public.
Of course, digital readings are not uniquely found in fridges and
freezers but in fact are present in many devices we encounter over
the course of Shabbos. And, whereas some question their use on
Shabbos, others have ruled that their existence – embedded as
they are into the technology - is of no halachic concern.

YOUR FRIDGE, OUR
ADVICE, LOCAL REALITY
The Federation Beis Din advises that appliances which employ a
thermistor, making digital readings, may be used on Shabbos, as
long as the function of the appliance is not altered with
immediate eﬀect as a result of these readings. A similar ruling
from Rabbi Osher Weisz - a renowned posek in Yerusholayim - can
be found in his sefer Minchas Osher.
This ruling is helpful only once one can establish that the speciﬁc
appliance does not immediately react in other ways when it detects
temperature. Some have voiced the opinion that this is exactly the
function of ‘inverter technology’. Although to date this question
remains largely the subject of speculation, according to Mr Jonah
Ottensoser, a senior technician in the USA who advises rabbonim
on areas of halochoh and technology, it is safe to assume that the
compressor speed is only rarely changed when temperature change
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is detected – this to avoid the damaging eﬀects of too frequent
changes to the motor.
To conclude this section, it would be ideal if a Shabbos mode
was embedded into our fridges removing any concerns
regarding electronic activity; however, as long as this has
not been made possible, there remain strong grounds
for leniency in opening the door of a fridge which is
running on Shabbos as long as questions of direct visible
activity have been resolved.

If you are about to buy a fridge it is worth
consulting with our new online buying guides.
Read up on what to be aware of when making a
purchase, to ensure you are fully informed. Find
practical tips on how to neutralise the lights, fan
and other functions by placing magnets in the
correct location.

SHABBOS MODE OVEN
The world of the oven is another example of how ever-changing
technology aﬀects our daily halachic lives.
Although equally susceptible to features which are halachically
problematic, the oven remains an appliance which for many is not
required on Shabbos. Easily replaceable with a hotplate or blech
on the stovetop, not all families use an oven at all on Shabbos.
However, some have come to rely on their trusty oven which
faithfully heats their Shabbos food week in, week out. When the
1990s model ﬁnally fails and is replaced by its 2017 counterpart,
the challenge of the modern oven – replete with lights, fans and
LED screens which react to door openings - becomes keenly felt.
To this backdrop, the arrival on the scene of the ‘Shabbos mode’
is cause for a sigh of relief – but not before checking that the
self-proclaimed Shabbos mode is indeed compliant with our
rigorous demands.
Unless its design team was assisted by rabbinic advice, the term
‘Shabbos mode’ is unjustiﬁed and remains a misnomer; often,

many real halachic concerns will not have been addressed. It is to
ﬁll this gap that pre-purchase advice is now being oﬀered by the
Federation’s new online service.
But even an oven built to the most robust of halachic speciﬁcations
can aﬀect only the permission to open and close the door. Inserting
food both on and before Shabbos remains problematic – in light
of the halochos of bishul, shehiya and chazoroh.

Our buyer’s guides will provide vital halachic
guidance for those who have purchased a
Sabbath mode oven. Look online to find out
whether food may be heated up in it, and
whether the door can be opened and closed
when the oven is operating.

KASHRUS ISSUES:
OVENS
Shabbos being in many cases only a fraction of the time during
which an oven is used, we have sought to address the commonlyqueried kashrus questions surrounding oven use.
Kashering – the means through which a utensil can be purged
of ﬂavours absorbed in its walls – is an area which is commonly
questioned in relation to purchase of an oven.
Cutlery, bowls and pots which absorb non-kosher food ﬂavour
can be cleaned through dipping into bubbling hot water; as an
alternative, one can choose to burn these items lightly with a blow
torch (libun kal) until they are so hot that they will brown a straw/
tissue touched to them.
Halachic considerations dictate that this is not the case with
regards non-kosher ovens. Dry heat - the more potent means by
which they absorbed the non-kosher food substances – must be
employed to now extract that ﬂavour. Halachically, one is required
to burn the metal until sparks ﬂy from it - in practical terms, the
material would need to reach 490°C.

Can my oven be kashered? This is a question which would-be
purchasers seek to address prior to swiping their credit cards – this
so that they can be assured that they can kasher their appliance
both from meaty to milky and if it becomes treif.

Many seek to buy self-kashering ovens.
Reference to our online guides will empower the
consumer with advice on topics such as whether
the intense pyrolytic mode need be run and will
point to self-cleaning ovens which do not satisfy
halachic kashering requirements.
Double ovens, which boast maximum kitchen output and
eﬃciency, raise alarm bells with regards kashrus concerns. How
is the consumer to know whether steam is transferred from
one compartment to the other? Is ﬂavour imparted from one
compartment to the other by any other means?

FORWARD THINKING
AND COMMUNAL
PLANNING
Technology changes fast, and as a community we tend to react
to these changes only once they are already upon us. In today’s
climate, many appliances are indeed compatible with our lifestyle or with slight modiﬁcation can be commandeered to compatibility.

In launching this resource, the Federation is
preparing for a not so distant future, where an
increasing number of appliances will be difficult
to adapt for Shabbos use. With visions of a digital
revolution which becomes a digital onslaught, we
are going online - with the intention of drawing
the attention of manufacturers and designers to
the needs and sensitivities of our communities.

For buyers’ guides visit www.federation.org.uk
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Pathways
to
Parnossoh
Going Professional,
Post-Kollel

In 2008, two UK universities launched a web-based tool that
they called the ‘minimum income calculator’. Relying on data
collated after extensive research among the general public, about
what they considered to be the minimum acceptable standard
of living, it allows people to plug in a few personal details and
responds with the smallest possible salary that their family could
reasonably survive on.
The average heimishe family who
turns to this tool, however, may well find
themselves choking on their chicken soup
at the results. According to the calculator,
a family of two adults, two primary school
aged children, a toddler and a baby needs
£38,474 per year to get by. But factor in
the costs of Orthodox living – a home in
an area with above average house prices,
school fees, shul membership and burial
rights, and the price of kosher food – and
you’re looking at sums that have suddenly
jumped a lot higher. Indeed, a mainstream
Jewish publication carried out its own
piece of research a few years ago and
found that a minimum of £13,000 per year
needed to be tacked onto the general cost
of living to make the sums add up for an
Orthodox Jewish lifestyle. The research
also noted that the expenses of charedi
living would be even higher, due to larger
families, the need for more specific and

pricier hechsherim, and higher school fees
in private institutions.
Of course, within the charedi kehilloh,
it is commonplace for young men and
women to start off their married life in
Eretz Yisroel, with the husband learning
full-time in kollel, the wife working parttime and parents offering financial support
to help balance the budget. As the family
grows, the wife may look to cut back on
her work hours, parents may need to
curtail their generosity to assist their other
children, and the husband may take the
decision to leave full-time learning, return
to the UK and seek out a profession. But in
his mid-to-late twenties, with a handful of
GCSEs and maybe an A Level or two, but
little work experience, under his belt, how
is he to find meaningful and appropriate
work that will provide the salary to fund
a reasonable standard of living?

In recent years, the government has
come to realise that a university degree,
with its exorbitant tuition costs and
non-existent guarantee of employment
in a saturated jobs market, is no longer
the panacea it was once considered. It
has, therefore, invested a great deal of
time, effort and resource (to the tune of
£2.5 billion) into the development of its
apprenticeship scheme. Once associated
mainly with blue-collar workers, an
apprenticeship can now open doors into
careers in many white-collar industries,
including business administration, IT,
accountancy and even law. In 2017, new
legislation came into effect that requires
all larger companies to contribute 0.5
percent of their payroll into the scheme
– a pot of money that they can themselves
then access if they agree to employ
apprentices.

Judy Silkoﬀ
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Pathways to Parnossoh
All About Apprenticeships
Anyone over the age of 16 can apply
for an apprenticeship, as long as they
are no longer in full time education. The
schemes usually take between one and
five years to complete and combine
paid work experience with courses of
study financed by an employer.
The basic apprenticeship level is
classed as ‘Intermediate’ and is open to
people with two or more GCSEs grade
C and above. The apprenticeship takes
between 12 and 18 months to complete
and leads to the equivalent of a BTEC
or five GCSEs.
If you already have 5 GCSEs you can
apply for an ‘Advanced’ apprenticeship;
again the course takes 12 – 18 months
and you will be paid on the job. At the
conclusion of the programme, your
qualification will be the equivalent
of two A Levels and will allow you to
apply for a ‘Higher’ Apprenticeship.
These are only open to those over the
age of 18 and will take several years to
complete. The resulting qualification is
considered to be of degree standard.
As well as legal practice, accountancy
and IT apprenticeships, higher level
apprenticeships are available in
business administration, and can lead
directly into lucrative careers in project
management, strategic marketing and
business consultancy.
For more information visit
www.bpp.com/apprenticeships

Kehilloh Courses
In the Jewish community itself,
apprenticeship-style schemes are also
beginning to spring up. In May 2017, the
Work Avenue charity in Finchley launched
an innovative new programme offering an
opportunity for candidates to study computer
coding, with the course leading directly to a
job in the industry.
“The programme is being run over a
year, two evenings per week at our hub in
Finchley Central, with no previous experience
required,” says the outgoing CEO of Work
Avenue, Mr Shraga Zaltzman. “We had
ten places available, and the successful
candidates were selected after undergoing a
basic academic test and a rigorous interview.
We are working with several highly regarded
(and Jewish-owned) tech companies, and
there are guaranteed jobs for the graduates
at the end of the year.”
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The ten successful candidates – all men in
their twenties and early thirties – span the
religious spectrum from secular to chassidish
– but have one thing in common; a positive
and determined attitude.
This, according to Shraga, is the single
most important attribute for someone
looking to succeed professionally despite
being regarded by the mainstream world as
something of an ‘anomaly’; an established
family man looking to join the workforce for
the first time at the age of 25 or 30.
“What is important to understand,” explains
Shraga, “is that there is a market out there.
For every pound an employer spends on his
workforce, that’s a pound less profit in his
pocket. For him to choose to invest in you,
he needs to feel that you add value. If you
are relatively unskilled and all you bring to
the table is your brain and your untapped
potential, they may well decide to hire you
- but just because you require a larger salary
than average in order to make ends meet,
doesn’t mean you’re going to be able to
command that salary.”
Which is not to say that Shraga Zaltzman
doesn’t believe it can be done.
“If you are willing to start off working a
full day on a lower salary, go and study at
night to get the necessary qualifications, and
be prepared to travel a bit if necessary, then
there’s no reason why you shouldn’t end up
in a financially rewarding and respected role
eventually,” he states unequivocally. “But it’s
hard, really hard work.”
Shraga speaks from experience, having left
school in the US with a high school diploma,
and, after spending time in yeshiva, gone on
to earn two degrees all while married with a
young family.
“Many times people will come to me and
ask why they should start a qualification that
will take three years and mean living very
frugally with little free time, before they even
start seeing the benefits,” he says with a note
of concern in his voice. “They feel that maybe
if they wait, something better will come along
that will offer them the right salary straight
away. My advice to them is always simple
– don’t waste time sitting around. If an
incredible job offer then comes along in three
months – fantastic! Take it and quit your study.
But in the meantime – just start something!
You need to do your hishtadlus. There’s a fine
line between bitochon and irresponsibility –
and the level of your hishtadlus needs to be a
function of your level of bitochon. If you’re at
the level where you genuinely have emunah
that everything you need will come to you,

that’s one thing. But if you’re not, then you
need to do something! Decide on a mehalech,
draw up a plan, and remember it’s all about
having the right attitude.”

Legal Advice
Someone who embodies this way of
thinking is Edgware-resident Mr David
Haffner, who currently holds the position
of Associate at prestigious city law firm
Herbert Smith Freehills. Just seven years
ago, however, he was learning in kollel,
having spent the previous 13 years shteiging
in various institutions. Originally from
Manchester, David left school with three
good A Levels, and when the time came to
enter the workforce, he intuited that a career
in the law would be suited to his personality
and skills. Traditionally, a legal career requires
a minimum of six years of a combination
of studying and training before achieving
fully qualified status – a three-year degree
at a mainstream university, followed by a
year of ‘law school’ and then a two-year
training contract.
“But I didn’t have the luxury of time on my
hands,” David recalls wryly. “I was 31 years
old and had three young children to support.”
Instead, David turned to BPP, a leading
professional qualifications provider (in law,
accountancy and financial services) that
has university status but is not a traditional
university and as a result is better suited to
the serious student who is uninterested in the
secular ‘university experience’. Registration
can take place at various points during the
academic year; David began in May, meaning
he was unlikely to find himself in a class of
boisterous school leavers. Critically, the
BPP course does not follow the traditional
academic path of two semesters of study per
year, with the summer term being reserved
more or less exclusively for exams. Instead, it
offers three full semesters of study annually,
meaning that a law degree can be achieved
in two years instead of three.
“During my degree, I was fortunate to
have been offered a training contract at my
current firm. After I completed my degree, I
did an accelerated legal practice course at
BPP, which was designed to cover the areas of
law I would be focusing on during my training
contract,” David explains. David qualified as a
solicitor last September. He does caution that
while the professional path he has followed
has “provided me with an interesting and
rewarding career opportunity, it is time
consuming and requires serious commitment
with long hours to be expected”.

A Serious Accounting
Another popular option among kollel graduates looking
for stable and steady professions is accountancy. Aron
Keet, also an Edgware resident, currently works as an audit
manager at well-known accountancy firm Cohen Arnold
in Temple Fortune. After his marriage, he worked briefly
in IT before moving with his wife to Gateshead where
he learned in yeshivos and kollelim there for nearly nine
years. By the time he reached the age of 32, he felt that
the time was right to begin seeking out a profession – and
he opted for accountancy because he believed that ‘it
was a safe profession – this was just about the time of the
financial crash. It seemed to me that no matter what the
market was doing, there would always be work out there
for accountants.”
Wishing to remain in the Gateshead kehilloh, Aron initially
began seeking out training contracts in nearby Newcastle,
but then one of his rebbeim put him in touch with Dov Harris,
Staff Partner at Cohen Arnold. After a few months, Dov
got back to him to say there was an opening for a training
contract at the firm.
“We don’t run a formal apprenticeship scheme,” explains
Dov. “But when we need new staff members – either
because of an increased business workload or because of
staff turnover – then we seek to take on people, often with
little experience or qualifications, and train them ‘on the job’.”
At any one point, Cohen Arnold may have between 12 and
20 staff members on training contracts – meaning that they
are paid a full salary and the cost of their study and exams
is covered by the firm. At the end of the three years, if all
goes well, their training contract will transfer to a regular
employee contract.
There are two main routes to become a qualified
accountant – ACCA (certified) or ACA (chartered) – Aron
opted for the certified route. Both routes allow for flexibility
and study on the job (or at home). Like David Haffner,
Aron attended some courses at BPP but noted that the
atmosphere was far more serious and focused than that of
a regular university.
By and large, most of Cohen Arnold’s ‘apprentices’ opt
to stay on once they have completed their training; the
company prides itself on its professional and dedicated work
atmosphere – but with none of the politics or distractions
that may characterise a city firm. And although Aron Keet
admits that the training was hard work and left him with
little free time – “it is a commitment” – he feels it was worth
the effort to ensure he passed his exams first time around.
“Buckling down and working hard helped to ensure I did
well and passed my exams first time,” he says. “If a person
is motivated it’s a worthwhile step – put your head into the
books for three years because it’s a valuable investment in
your future and your family’s future.”

A Time To Teach
And what of those who leave school without any A Levels?
Is the only option for a professional career to study for them,
or for their academic equivalents, before embarking on even
more study and training? For those seeking a vocation in
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teaching, it seems not, thanks to a new opportunity that has just opened up in
both the realms of secular and kodesh education.
By the time this article goes to print, Judith Nemeth, Executive Director of the
National Association of Orthodox Jewish Schools (NAJOS) will have launched
her new venture, J-TEACH.
“The initiative is based on the mainstream programme Now Teach, which was
created as a response to the problem of teaching staff shortages,” explains Mrs
Nemeth. “Similarly, J-TEACH is looking to encourage people into the profession
who aren’t currently working in it but who might be tempted. People looking
for more job satisfaction, a job change – or indeed those returning from kollel
and considering a career in the classroom.”
In its first year, J-TEACH is looking to take on ten prospective teachers –
during the summer, they will undergo an intensive period of training, before
entering the classroom in September in jobs secured for them at the schools
collaborating in the programme. During the academic year,
they will continue to meet weekly for further training, and
at the end of that year, if the schools are satisfied with their
skills and development, will be supported by NAJOS and
their employers to achieve Qualified Teacher Status (QTS).
“Just as in the wider community, our schools
are desperate for Maths and Science teachers,”
explains Mrs Nemeth. “Even schools with voluntary
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Pathways to Parnossoh
Taking Back Control
For those embarking on an extensive
period of study while still needing to
support a family, finances are most
likely a major concern. Mesila UK was
launched in January 2016 with the goal
of supporting families in taking control of
their budgets and finances.
Executive Director Rabbi Benji Landau,
explains that the organisation never tells
people what to do.
“We sit down with families to help them
reach conclusions themselves, that
work for them and their families,” he
says. “We ask them various questions
and assist them in working through
the issues and challenges they are
facing. It’s about empowering them
to have the conversation and achieve
sensible conclusions.”
Mesila offers its clients six sessions with
a trained coach, during which time they
carry out an analysis of all the family’s
incoming finances and its expenditure.
They help the family to create a vision of
what they are trying to achieve – do they
want to reach the end of each month
in the black, or would they like to put
away some savings? Finally, they work
out how to put their income, expenditure
and goals together to come up with an
achievable plan.
“Financial stability,” explains Rabbi
Landau, “is not simply about income
equalling or being greater than
expenditure. It’s about people being able
to live in a manner where anything to do
with money or their finances enhances
rather than detracts from their simchas
hachaim. Most problems begin with a
lack of awareness and a ‘head in the
sand attitude’ – and with help, people
can reclaim their get up and go, open
their eyes and take responsibility to make
it work for their families.”
www.mesilauk.org
0333 344 1711 (London)
0161 505 0950 (Manchester)
admin@mesilauk.org
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aided status are allowed to take on not-yetqualified teachers for these subjects, so great
is the need; there are real opportunities here.
The kehilloh’s non-voluntary aided schools
are also suffering from a shortage of English
teachers, and all our primary schools are
crying out for more kodesh staff.”
Until recently, achieving QTS while
working in a classroom required a degree
(with the possibility of converting extended,
consistent kollel study to a degree available
where feasible). However, a new option, the
QTLS (Qualified Teacher Learning and Skills)
programme has recently opened up as an
opportunity for those with no degree.
Mr Phaivish Pink,
well-known
teacher trainer
expert at TTTS
(Torah
Teaching
Training Scheme)
in Manchester and
Lilmod
Llamed
in
London,
has
spearheaded the programme in the
kehilloh for the first time this year.
“We began the QTLS programme for the
first time in Manchester last September
and in London in January,” he explains.
“The programme was originally designed
for those already in post-14 education, as a
way of encouraging them to learn new skills.
However, government legislation made it
a legal equivalent teaching qualification
for those in primary through secondary
education. All those on the programme do
have to get some classroom experience in
post-14 education to complete it, but the
real beauty is that you don’t need a degree
to do it.”
During QTLS, candidates achieve a Level
5 Diploma in Education which can be done
via distance learning. If desired, all teaching
hours and assessments can be done in a

kodesh classroom (unlike the QTS which
requires chol classroom experience as well).
The QTLS is also a more economical option
– the entire process costs under £3000
(whereas the cost of a degree as part of QTS
could put the figure at several times this).
“It’s a much faster route,” observes Mr
Pink. “And the only entry requirements are
two GCSEs at grade C or above, in Maths
and English.”

Mind Your Qs
The predominant message to prospective
professionals seems to be that while you
may be taking a path that is not well-trodden
in the mainstream community,
it is possible to achieve
success with hard work
and perseverance. None
of the askonim that Hamaor
spoke to put qualifications or
academic achievement at the
top of their wish lists.
“Seichel,” says Dov Harris.
“That’s what we’re looking for. Common
sense and effective communication skills.
We will then give that person the training
that they need to become a great accountant.”
Judith Nemeth echoes this. “We are looking
for candidates who are willing to put in the
effort,” she says. “If they do this, they will get
qualifications and experience and will be able
to climb the career ladder very quickly – there
are roles available for the taking in middle and
senior management and you can really earn
a very decent salary.”
And Shraga Zaltzman stresses that “there
are three areas to focus on. Firstly, your IQ –
but this is definitely not the be all and end all.
There’s also EQ – your emotional intelligence.
How do you interact with people? And finally,
your AQ – how do you deal with adversity
and handle challenges? Above all it’s about
attitude and not brains.” M
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The Sound of Silence
HEARING THE SHOFAR – A
SURPRISING MITZVAH

The only mitzvah that is biblically mandated on Rosh Hashanah
is tekias shofar. Indeed, the very name Rosh Hashanah is not
mentioned in the Torah at all – it is called ‘Yom Teruoh’, a day
of blowing.
On the day of Judgment, there are no impassioned pleas for
clemency, no eloquent cases made for the defence; in fact, no
speech at all, just the raw, inarticulate sound of the shofar.
Indeed, more perplexing still, is the realisation that the mitzvah
(according to most opinions) is not to blow at all, rather to listen
to the shofar! This is reﬂected in the  ברכהwhich is לשמוע קול שופר.
So, on a day where our lives quite literally hang in the balance,
when all of mankind is subject to the withering scrutiny of Hashem,
we are not granted the luxury of a defence that involves any action
at all.
Instead, we stand in submission, in silent, yielding, listening
mode. It turns out that this counter-intuitive approach, in actuality,
is our defence.
In order to understand this, we need to return to Gan Eden, to
a world of perfection, where there is no death, no pain, no work.
What purpose and meaning can there be in a world of total clarity,
no opacity and confusion?

THE PURPOSE OF GAN EDEN
Enter centre-stage Odom, a magniﬁcent creature, endowed with
life by the act of Hashem blowing into him (no coincidence that,
on the anniversary of this seminal event we ‘return the favour’ by
blowing back at Him, so to speak!) a spark of Divinity, a נשמת חיים.
This giant towers over all of creation, literally and ﬁguratively. His
intellect is immense. He is the focal point of all of creation. He
awaits his mission with breathless anticipation. Realisation then
dawns; his entire purpose, indeed the purpose of all of creation
is to do – nothing!
Merely to desist from eating from a speciﬁc tree. The implication
is that Hashem’s world is perfect, if we deﬁne perfection as being
designed to serve as an environment eminently suitable for the
task at hand (namely to resist the temptation to get actively
involved). It is the hardest thing of all, to control the impulse to
‘do something’. He needs only acknowledge Hashem’s supremacy,
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to yield his innate desire to participate in creation actively; rather,
to utilise his tzelem Elokim, the ability to choose, to activate his
facility of bechiroh to choose to do – nothing.

RETURNING TO PERFECTION
The only way, thereafter, to recapture this original perfect state
of creation, is through the world of work. – בזיעת אפיך תאכל לחם
‘by the sweat of your brow, shall you eat bread’. The challenge of
ﬁnding employment, working hard to ‘put food on the table’, now
becomes the battleground for getting back into Eden. However, it
is not as simple as it seems on the surface. The reason that work
is a curse, explains Rav Dessler zt”l, is because we are informed
in the gemora that on ראש השנה, it is decreed how much a person
will earn in the coming year.
Think of it as a bequest by a benevolent uncle, thousands of
pounds sitting in a Swiss bank account. You have done nothing
to earn it, other than being a cute nephew or niece! You haven’t
generated it. But, thankfully, it’s yours! There is one niggly snag,
a pesky annoying hurdle that must be overcome before you can
actually get your hands on the money. If you don’t have the code,
the unique combination of letters and numbers, even though there
is no doubt as to your identity, you will simply not be authorised
to access that which is legally and rightfully yours!
The level of input needed to trigger the release of the income,
however, is not decided in Heaven. Here, you are ﬁrmly in the
driving seat. Contingent upon your level of understanding and
true בטחון, you can satisfy the curse with a little or a lot. But it’s
all in the mind, hence the phrase ‘sweat of your brow’. That is the
place the real work, the inner struggle takes place. My world of
perception is one that I choose to generate, and Hashem decrees
that I become a citizen of that dimension, trapped, limited and
bound by the limits of that ‘world’ that I have chosen to create. I
can, however, destroy it, and inhabit another, which is governed
by diﬀerent rules. In the famous instance in the gemora (Taanis
25), the great  רבי חנינא בן דוסאwas able to instantaneously transport
his daughter to another dimension by sketching out a vison of a
world in which vinegar burns with the same ease as oil. She rose
to the challenge, became a citizen of that dimension, and some of
the seemingly immutable laws of physics no longer applied in her
new reality! That is the challenge of ראש השנה. Which world will
you inhabit this year? Will you choose to be limited by the same
parameters that imprisoned you in last year’s world? Or will you
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choose to break free, soar to a brave new world, without moving
a muscle? And it all goes back to that fateful day in Gan Eden.

THE DEPTHS OF THE SHOFAR
BLASTS – EXPRESSING OUR ESSENCE

THE SHOFAR – A QUESTION OF
BEING, NOT DOING

The Kabbalists explain that the sounds of the shofar transcend
verbal expression. Human speech is constrained by the limitations
of our ability to enunciate words, to ﬁnd expressive words in our
vocabulary, and to arrange them in a form that will accurately
reﬂect and articulate our thoughts. But some thoughts and feelings
are too exalted to ﬁnd expression through such limited means.
The yearning of the Jewish soul to come close to G-d, to cleave
to the Divine, is so intensely spiritual that mere human speech is
inadequate to give it expression. It is too sublime to be clothed in
mere words. Rather than it being a verbalising of a speciﬁc idea or
emotion, it is the deepest representation of essence, of being. The
sound of the shofar connects with this inner yearning and gives
it expression. It is the sound of the immortal soul crying out to
its Creator in an ecstasy of love, devotion and yearning. It is the
sound that breaks the barriers of mere words and embraces myriad
spiritual feelings - from abject remorse to the most intense joy.

And thus, on the anniversary of this primal struggle, we are given
the opportunity for rectiﬁcation for the sin of doing, we celebrate
being instead. The dynamism of stasis, to coin a phrase. To selfactualise through passivity, is to perform the mitzvah of ‘את ה
 – אלוקיך תיראthe only thing which is not בידי שמים. The vehicle for
this message is the shofar.
The shofar, which is bent in submission, speaks all our
languages, of all our moments.
The tekioh – clear, conﬁdent blast, triumphantly announcing our
steadfast adherence to values that are both timely and timeless,
enduring and relevant, ancient yet fresh.
The shevorim – the broken, hesitant, faltering sound of those
unconvinced, unsure of the way forward.
And ﬁnally, the most forlorn sound of all. The teruoh – the
fragmented, shattered, anguished cry of the vulnerable lonely. Of
all the sounds, the Torah chooses the teruoh as the central message
of the shofar, preceded and followed by the tekioh, the external
self-conﬁdent persona giving way to the child within.
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Rosh Hashanah is a day of deﬁning and rediscovering who we
are, what we are – not a day for oratory or eloquent speech, for
however uplifting, it does not express our core.
This is the best preparation for a strong New Year – the desire
and courage to identify with our essence through the blasts of the
teruoh that cut through to our soul, and challenge us to look to the
Divine within us, heed its call, and occupy a more sublime world,
in which so much more is possible. M
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By Rabbi Aubrey Hersh

Senior Lecturer and Projects Director, JLE

Exactly one hundred years ago, Europe was witness to
a sudden revolution which would ultimately affect the
whole world, and dramatically alter the lives of many
Jews. On 7th November 19171, a 12-man Central Bolshevik
Committee, led by Vladimir Lenin, managed to oust the
government in an almost bloodless coup. The result was
that democracy in Russia effectively came to an end for
over 70 years, and was replaced with a one-party regime,
where all dissent would be ruthlessly choked off.

T

he 12-man committee that
brought communism to
the world would include
five Jews: David Bronstein
(Leon Trotsky), Moshe Uritsky, Yakov
Sverdlov, Lev Kamenev and Gregory
(Gershon) Zinoviev. Subsequently,
many Jews would feature prominently
within the Bolshevik party, so that for
many people Bolshevism and Judaism
became inseparable. This was
something the Nazis would make full
use of in their propaganda, especially
after 1941, when they invaded Eastern
Europe. Indeed, it has often been
remarked that “The Trotskys of the
world make the revolutions, but the
Bronsteins pay the price”.
Winston Churchill also noted the
larger-than-life involvement of the
Jews, in a newspaper article in 1920:

“There is no need to exaggerate
the part played in the creation
of Bolshevism and in the
actual bringing about of the
Russian Revolution by these
international, and for the most
part atheistical, Jews.”

However, unlike almost everyone
else, he was able to correctly identify
the type of Jew involved in these
leadership positions:
“Most, if not all of them, have
forsaken the faith of their forefathers,
and divorced from their minds all
spiritual hopes of the Next World”
The Bolsheviks would go on to
nationalise all factories, abolish the
old currency and detain or kill many
members of the old regime, including
the Czar himself. He was executed in
1918 by a Jew called Yakov Yurovsky,
on the orders of another Jew – a

ranking member of the Politburo
named Yakov Sverdlov.
In the immediate aftermath of the
revolution, the Soviet secret police
was established, which initiated
a reign of fear across the country,
using thousands of paid informants.
A particular section within the
department called the Yevsektia was
created to ‘Oversee the destruction
of traditional Jewish life, the Zionist
movement, and Hebrew culture’.
This was staffed mainly by renegade
Jews (mostly bundists), who were
responsible for almost obliterating
Judaism in the Soviet Union.
Nowadays, many tend to associate
communism with a bygone era, with
no real relevance today, especially to
the Jewish world. Yet the truth is that
the broader concepts of communism
were responsible for substantial

outcomes in countries far removed
from Eastern Europe, for many
decades after the revolution.
Over two million Jews left Russia
between 1881 and 1939, seeking a better
life in the West – especially in America
or Palestine – and many of the secular
Jewish immigrants would bring with
them two deeply ingrained ideas:
socialism and a disdain for religion.
These would be implanted firmly in
their newly adopted countries.
It is not surprising therefore that for
the first 29 years of its existence (19481977), the State of Israel was run solely
by socialist governments, which were
controlled by Eastern Europeans Jews
who had largely turned their backs
on Judaism. By the same token, over
70 percent of Jews in the USA have
voted Democrat for the past 60 years
1
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(with one short period of exception) in contrast to most religious Jews in
America. This would take place long
after the Jews had become part of the
American middle-class dream. These
left-wing tendencies are true not
only of their political voting habits,
but also of their views on separation
of State and Church, civil rights and
marriage. Much of this can be traced
to the socialist underpinnings of
Jewish American society.

HOW DID RUSSIAN JEWS
BECOME SOCIALISTS?
Although millions of Jews lived
in the Russian Empire by 1791, the
government wanted them removed
from society. Therefore, Catherine
the Great confined them to a largescale ghetto (an area comprising less
than five percent of the Empire),

A Polish antisemiti
c
“The Soviet Pyramid” propaganda poster.
. The drawing depict
s
soviet workers and
farmers suffering
under the weight of
the soviet army. On
top of the army are
bankers and Jews wh
o
are speaking to Sta
lin.
CREATIVE COMMONS

In the Russian calendar this was 25th October . The Gregorian calendar had been in use in the West since 1582, and was 13 days ahead of the Julian calendar which was still being used
in Russia.
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The ‘Jewish’ Revolution
What is Communism?

no one would come to their defence.
These pogroms would re-occur
almost annually, climaxing in 1903 in
Kishniev, Odessa and Kiev. Jews were
now forced into looking for extreme
solutions and consequently one out
of every three Jews in Eastern Europe
emigrated, almost all of them under
the age of forty. But by 1900 there
were still five million Jews in Russia,
who were facing slow extinction.

The ideology of communist governments
can be said to be based on the following
four elements:

MEconomically the ownership
of enterprise is placed in the hands of the
collective and not of the individual. This
often results in a position where people
are no longer valued as much as the project
itself. Consequently, many commentaries
have pointed to the medrash concerning
the Tower of Bovel, as a perfect example of
the ultimate outcome of this philosophy, in
that they mourned when a brick was lost but
not when a life was lost. Because the loss of
assets holds back the state’s goals, whereas
the loss of a worker is easily made up for.
MSocially

it is a society without
class distinction, irrespective of birth or
achievement.

MReligiously it believes in a code
which is atheistic – not just in working
practice but in ideology - as can be seen in the
famous quote from Karl Marx that religion
is the opiate (drug) of the masses, because
religion encourages inequality and prevents
workers agitating for their (equal) rights.
MPolitically it is a dictatorship, with

few individual rights, where the government
rather than the individual decides. And
although dictatorship is in theory not a prerequisite to the model of communism, in
practice no communist country has ruled
without it.
MMMMMMMMMMMMMM
According to both the Rambam and the
Ramban, communism would not create the
principle of dina demalchusoh as it is neither
based on universally accepted principles by
its populace, nor on ideas that can be traced
back to earlier times. Potentially, the first
definition that relates to communism is to
be found in the mishnah of the fifth perek
of Pirkei Ovos:
“ עם הארץ …האומר,”שלי שלך ושלך שלי
“One who says, “What is mine
is yours, and what is yours is
mine” is an Am Ho’oretz”

Which as the Maharal explains, does not
mean they are ignorant but that their ideas
are not rooted in Torah; rather in materialism.
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Pale of Settlement, Russia,
1835 - 1917
SIR MARTIN GILBERT, THE JEWS OF RUSSIA

termed the Pale of Settlement, which
Nicholas I then limited even further.
Added to these political decrees were
severe economic restrictions, which
produced endemic and inescapable
poverty. Even with everyone in the
family working, often all they could
manage was bread and potatoes, and
it was not unusual for families to be
without food. In addition, religious
anti-Semitism was rampant and was
supported by both the church and the
czar. Jews were essentially without
rights (even after emancipation of the
serfs) and were simply expendable.
Yet as difficult as it was, things
were destined to become far worse.
During the rule of Alexander III,
anti-Semitism was transformed into
a policy of violence. Starting on Easter
Sunday in 1881, pogroms exploded
all over south-western Russia. Over
the next few weeks, mobs attacked
the Jewish quarters in 150 cities and
villages, looting, burning and killing,
with the police looking on passively.
Elements of the entire population
took part including officials, peasants,
workers and even women and many of
Russia’s 7.5 million Jews realised that

The religious institutions were
powerless
in
changing
these
ingrained and inflexible attitudes to
the Jews, and as a result many Jews
were now prepared to consider very
drastic changes to the status quo.
They also felt that if the religious
leadership would not produce radical
solutions, they would create a new
Jewish leadership. In doing so, they
would also challenge the need for
a religious identity and affiliation;
in effect the revolutionaries would
throw out the baby with the bath
water. Many of them would go on
to become committed enemies of
Orthodox Judaism.
The first opportunity for major
change would present itself in 1905,
when the discontent of the working
class across Russia exploded into
action. Fuelled by dissatisfaction
with Russian autocracy, as well as
the disastrous defeat by Japan in the
war of 1904, the workers turned to
street protests; Jews would actively
participate in large numbers.
In January 1905, in what became
known as the Bloody Sunday
massacre, hundreds of unarmed
protesters were shot by the czar’s
troops. Workers responded by
initiating a crippling general strike,
which forced Nicholas to make
changes to the Russian Constitution
and establish a democratically elected
parliament (the Duma).
As much as the battles were waged
on the street however, they were also
fought in print. This was enabled by
Czar Nicholas II abolishing the rules
of censorship. Between 1905 and 1907,

Russian Jewish newspaper
RABBI AUBREY HERSH

hundreds of
periodicals and satirical journals
featuring political cartoons and
radical editorials were published,
not only in Russian but in many
other languages - nearly fifty such
newspapers were produced in Yiddish
(with titles that included Haynt,
Der Moment, Der Beizem and Der
Shaygets).
The cheap printed broadsheets
allowed hundreds of thousands of
people to be exposed to anarchist,
bundist and socialist ideas, at a
time when these theories were
rapidly becoming possible. They
offered the hope of a new reality, to
alleviate the dire circumstances that
Jews had survived under for more
than a century. And although the
publications would soon be shut down
or censored, they would continue to
function underground and would be
devoured by Jews across the Pale of
Settlement.

Yiddish typewriter
MUSEUM OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
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During all this
time,
only
one
or two religious
Yiddish newspapers
appeared
consistently,
and
they were unable to
stem the tide of antireligious sentiment.
Bolshevik Surrende
And
whilst
a
r. The three Russia
ns
in
the photo, who sign
majority of Jews
ed and oversaw the
surrender,were Trot
would still identify
sky, Kamenev & Jaff
e:
all of whom were ea
sily identifiable to
with Yiddishkeit, tens
the world as Jews.
of thousands had
SIR MARTIN GILBERT,
A HISTORY OF THE 20T
H CENTURY
become
radicalised
away
from
any
and the old regime was replaced by
religious
affiliation,
a provisional government.
and hundreds of thousands more
The second phase in November led
were rapidly becoming ambivalent
to
the rise of the Soviet Union, when
to the message of Judaism, given the
the
Government was toppled and
bleakness of their situation.
all power was given to the Soviets (a
Yet the revolutionary aspirations
collection of community assemblies
of 1905 were soon dispelled. The
that were dominated by soldiers
promised civil liberties were withheld
and the working class), which were
and the czar maintained a veto right
controlled by the Bolsheviks. This
over the Duma. The Jews in particular
phase was led by Vladimir Lenin and
were subject to an open display of
was based upon the ideas of Karl
force by the government, with leading
Marx (a self-hating Jew). The political
officials being convinced that the
ideology became known as Marxism–
Jewish problem would only disappear
Leninism and marked the beginning
when there were no more Jews in
of the spread of communism in the
Russia. Some Jews now turned to the
20th century. However, despite its
Zionist movements, but many began
successes, the revolution itself would
preparing for the next revolution in
not come to an end in 1917.
Russia.

THE 1917 REVOLUTION
By the end of October 1916, Russia
had lost over 1,600,000 soldiers, with
an additional 2,000,000 prisoners
of war and 1,000,000 missing. These
catastrophic losses created severe
economic
hardships
which in conjunction
with inflation, led to
food shortages, riots and
mutinies.
The eventual revolution
occurred in two phases.
The first – in March 1917
- dismantled the czarist
dictatorship, when Nicholas
II was forced to abdicate,

1918-1923
The Bolsheviks had promised to
end Russia’s participation in the First
World War, which they did in March
1918 at the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk
(Brisk), and at which they ceded vast

Riot on Nevsky Prospect,
Petrograd
CREATIVE COMMONS
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The ‘Jewish’ Revolution
Who were the Jewish Communists?
MLev Davidovich Bronstein – Leon Trotsky was born in 1879 in the
Ukraine and educated in Odessa. He was arrested there in 1898 for revolutionary activity and
spent the next four years in prison and subsequently in Siberia. In 1902 he escaped and made
his way to London where he worked with Lenin. After participating in the 1905 revolution he
was exiled to Siberia for a second time. During World War I he lived in various allied countries
and arrived in Petrograd in 1917. From this point up until the arrival of Lenin, Trotsky was the
principal protagonist in the Bolshevik preparations to seize power and would be appointed
Commissar of War in 1918. But in 1926 Stalin would expel Trotsky from the Politburo and in 1929
he would banish him from the USSR. Trotsky was eventually forced to seek asylum in Mexico
where he was murdered in 1940, on the orders of Stalin.
MGregory (Gershon) Zinoviev was born in 1883. He received no formal
schooling and was educated at home. In the 1905 Revolution he helped organise the general
strike in St. Petersburg and in 1912 together with Kamenev and Lenin, he moved to Krakow.
Zinoviev reached the peak of his power in 1924 when alongside Joseph Stalin and Lev Kamenev,
he became one of the Triumvirate that ruled the USSR. But in 1925 Stalin felt strong enough
to stop sharing power and managed to have them expelled from the Central Committee. In
1935 Zinoviev was arrested on trumped up charges and subsequently charged with forming a
terrorist organization to kill Stalin. He was executed in Moscow in 1936.
MHanoch Gershevich Yaguda was appointed by Stalin to head the NKVD (the
Soviet secret police), from 1934 to 1936. More than a quarter of a million people were arrested
during this period and the Gulag system was vastly expanded by him, with forced labour
becoming a major factor in the Soviet economy. Yagoda was ultimately a victim of the purge
himself, arrested in 1937 and shot. His successor and former deputy Yezhov ordered the guards
to beat him for added humiliation just before his execution. Yezhov himself would suffer exactly
the same treatment at the order of his successor and former deputy, Lavrenti Beria, before dying
by the same executioner just two years later.
MMoshe Uritsky was born in 1873. He became a member of the Central Committee in

1917 and in March 1918, he joined the Communist Secret Police and was appointed Commissar
for Internal Affairs in the Northern Region. He was assassinated on 30th August, 1918.

MLev Borisovich Kamenev was one of the members of the first Politburo. In 1918

he became Lenin’s deputy and from 1923-1924 he was the acting Premier of the USSR. Stalin
viewed him as a source of opposition and forced him out of power. During the great purges,
Stalin had him arrested and he was executed on 25 August 1936.

MYakov Sverdlov took part in the 1905 Revolution and was imprisoned for three

years. On his release, he moved to Moscow but was soon re-arrested and deported to Siberia.
After the February Revolution, Sverdlov was released and he returned to Petrograd where he
became a member of the Bolshevik Central Committee. It was claimed that Lenin provided
the theories and Sverdlov made sure they worked, and despite his young age, Sverdlov was
expected to be Lenin’s choice as the party’s next leader. Yakov Sverdlov died in 1919 under
suspicious circumstances

MLazar Moiseyevich Kaganovich (1893 – 1991) was one of the main associates of
Joseph Stalin. At his death in 1991 he was the last surviving Old Bolshevik, almost outliving the
existence of the Soviet Union itself. In 1918, Kaganovich acted as Commissar of the propaganda
department of the Red Army. From 1925 to 1928, Kaganovich was the head of the communist
party of Ukraine. In 1934 he was the chairman of the Counting Committee and falsified voting for
positions in the Central Committee, deleting 290 votes opposing the Stalin candidacy. His actions
resulted in Stalin’s being re-elected as the General Secretary instead of Sergey Kirov. Kaganovich
implemented the policy that caused a catastrophic 1932-33 famine in the Ukraine in which two
to three million people died of starvation. In 2010 the Kiev Appellate Court posthumously found
Kaganovich guilty of genocide against Ukrainians
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amounts of land to Germany (far
more than the Germans would give
up at the Treaty of Versailles).
However, one of the reasons they
did so, was to be able to concentrate
on events at home, where a Civil War
had now broken out. This was fought
mainly between the Bolshevik army,
‘The Reds’ commanded by Leon
Trotsky, and ‘The Whites’, who were
former army officers and Cossacks,
but included a number of right-wing
and nationalist groups. The Whites
had backing from nations such as
Great Britain, France and the USA but
would eventually lose the conflict, as
the working class would affiliate with
the Bolsheviks.
The war brought death and misery
to millions of people, but Jews in
particular would suffer acutely from
the violence of this period - from both
the Whites and the Reds - especially
in the Ukraine. Over 150,000 were
murdered between 1918-1923 and
during these five years of intense
hardship, thousands of Jews spent
months on the run, sleeping in
abandoned houses, in forests and on
the road. Rav Yaakov Kamenetsky
zt”l told of the story he was party to,
where a town was surrounded by the
nationalistic ‘Whites’ and was on the
verge of being attacked. That night
after maariv, the Jews tearfully bid
each other farewell, not knowing if
they would survive to see the next
day. He commented about this time
in history, that not one major yeshiva
avoided going into golus by the end
of that decade.
By now, most Jews viewed their
fate as essentially having exchanged
Czarist oppression for militant
Bolshevik atheism, but there were
very few options available to them.
As for the renegade Jews of the new
revolution, despite the anti-Semitism,
they continued to preach radical
communism and refused to see Jews
as particular victims, or Judaism as
having any redeeming values. Indeed,
Esther Frumkin, a former leader of the
socialist bund who became the head

communists banned the import of
lulovim, he would be required to use
the same lulov for three years in a row.

NKVD fileH

RABBI AUBREY

HERS

of

the Yevsektia in 1920, gave the
following instructions to her police
department: “It rests with the Jewish
communists to be even more ruthless
with rabbis than the non-Jewish
communists are with priests.”

THE OUTCOME OF
THE REVOLUTION
As is well known, the effect of the
Bolshevik revolution, especially after
Joseph Stalin came to power, was to
almost wipe out the observance of
Shabbos, bris miloh, kashrus and
mikvah and the study of Torah.
Whatever ideology was unable to do,
terror and ignorance made up for and
children often turned against their
own parents.
Rav Moshe Feinstein was one of
the rabbonim who was hounded out
of his house and employment, but
felt that to leave Russia would be to
abandon his flock. This only changed
in the mid-1930s, when any attempt
at rabbonus became impossible and
even his family were subjected to
suffering. His son (R’Dovid yblc”t) was
forced to attend a communist school
and was kept back until late at night
on one particular evening in 1935.
The reason: It was Seder night, and
the communists were determined not
to allow Rav Moshe to observe Torah.
At one stage, Rav Moshe would be
the only person in his town to own
a set of arbah minim, and since the
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Ironically, by the time Rav Moshe
made the decision to leave for New
York in 1936, all but one of the Jewish
communists who had brought about
the revolution initially had been put
to death - many on the direct orders
of Stalin. Having fanatically overseen
the destruction of so much and the
murder of so many, they themselves
became victims of their own ideology.
It was truly the situation which
Hillel describes in Pirkei Ovos (2.6):
.”אף הוא ראה גולגלת אחת שצפה על פני המים
“ וסוף מטיפיך יטופון. אטפוך, על דאטפת:אמר לה
“He saw a skull floating upon
the water and said (to it):
“Because you drowned others,
you yourself were drowned; and
in the end, those who drowned
you, will be drowned too.”

Given the damage it wreaked,
it is indeed noteworthy that the
underlying issues that gave birth to
communism were really very Jewish:
ending inequality, rights for workers
and sharing of wealth with the less
fortunate. And it was precisely these
ideals that gave socialism its initial
impetus amongst the Jews. Sadly, it
would then become divorced from
its Jewish origins; and whenever
an ideology is ripped away from its
connection to Judaism, it becomes
unstable and dangerous.

Almost identical - but not qui
te.
After Soviet censorship, whi
lst
Lenin is still addressing the
crowds, the individual to the
right of the podium – Leon
Trotsky - has been deliberat
ely
airbrushed from the image
CREATIVE COMMONS

arrived,

The communist regime would
last for 70 years, and countries as
far apart as Angola, El Salvador and
Afghanistan would be sucked into
the struggle. In the Middle East post1967, Israel would be surrounded
by Arab enemies who were being
trained, supplied and advised by the
Soviets. Russian planes, artillery and
ammunition would cause the loss
of many lives in the ensuing years,
especially in the Yom Kippur war.

through an almost bloodless coup,

Ultimately communism would
collapse in much the same way it

their generation but for 70 years to

although the scars of socialism would
continue to haunt the landscape.
As we approach the days of דין וחשבון,
and we consider our actions, both
positive and negative, we become
aware how effectively we are able
to influence and affect others. This
is especially true when we observe
how a handful of determined people
(many of them Jews) impacted the
lives of millions of others, not just in
come. M
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Serving
Hashem with Joy
and Purpose

An interview with Rebbetzin
Esther Pearlman

The Yomim Noroim can
Rebbetzin Aviva Landau
be challenging for women
at different stages of
their lives. Whether
married or single, caring
for young children or the
elderly, women can often
find themselves pulled
in multiple directions.
Hamaor met with a panel
of esteemed Rebbetzins,
to hear their thoughts about navigating the Yomim Noroim successfully.

CROWNING
OUR KING
A WOMAN’S AVODOH

How do you prepare for Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur?
Rebbetzin Knopfler I prepare for 30 days
before Rosh Hashanah. I choose a sefer and
learn some of it every day during Elul. When
I had little children, of course I could not do
this, but I still made sure to do something
in advance – perhaps attending a shiur.
Everyone can do something – there are so
many shiurim available via the phone or
the computer.
Rebbetzin Roodyn As my husband is
often zocheh to be the shaliach tzibbur,
it is common to hear audio recordings of
the davening playing in our home or car
as he prepares. I like to listen these tunes,
as well as our kids’ CDs with an Elul/Rosh
Hashanah theme (‘Rebbe Alter’ is my

favourite!) and will use music to get myself
into the Rosh Hashanah zone.
I also have an unusual Elul minhag – I
like to ‘Pesach-clean’ the toys in my house!
I don’t look for chometz but try to spend a
considerable time sorting the toys so they
are well organised and readily available as
I know I will be spending a long stretch of
time in the house with the children – longer
than the average Shabbos morning.
Similarly, my husband kindly takes
the children to a toy store on Erev Rosh
Hashanah. As well as giving me some free
time to get organised, this also makes it
easier for the little ones to pass the time at
home, as the excitement of a new toy keeps
them nice and busy.

Rebbetzin Halberstadt On Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur I need to be the
best wife and mother possible. Therefore,
I spend the whole month of Elul putting
things into place to make this happen. I
arrange anything that will make me able to
do my best. I sort out many practical details
in advance – such as a simple and convenient
menu (including catered food if necessary),
household help and arrangements for
entertaining the children.
I would advise others to be creative. Find
out what it is that you need to feel happy
and focused, then ﬁnd a way to put that into
place. This gives you the chance to be the
most spiritually whole on the day.

Making the Transition
Hamaor spoke to Chaya L, daughter of a

the practice of taking on extra mitzvos

of a rov who was unable to

community rov. Recently married, Chaya

and

blow the shofar one Rosh

explains the changing experience of the

Leaving sem was challenging, as there are

Yomim Noroim during sem and beyond.

now many more distractions during Elul.

“It all changed in sem”, enthuses Chaya.

“You have to work on yourself harder to

“We learnt so much. I now look at
Yomim Noroim completely differently.”
Chaya spent three years in Gateshead Sem,

avodas

hamidos

during

Elul.

focus more,” explains Chaya. When asked
about the difficulties of attending shul as
the rov’s daughter, Chaya brushes the
question aside. “Firstly, the davening there

Hashanah. The rov was
shaken and upset when a substitute had to
be called up. A friend of the rov suggested
that his inability to blow must have been
due to his tremendous understanding of
what an awesome task it is to blow the
shofar. This story stays with me and helps

where preparations for Yomim Noroim

is really beautiful, which makes Yom Tov so

me to focus during shofar every year.”

began at the very beginning of Elul and

pleasant. Additionally, it was only ever a

Chaya is looking forward to starting another

were taken seriously. “We learnt things

positive pressure to set a good example and

new chapter. Spending the first married

you don’t even think of beforehand. Rov

that helped enormously with my davening.”

Yom Tov away from home this year, she

Miller taught us how the ‘al cheits’ are

Chaya will always treasure her collection of

will be davening in the Mirrer Yeshiva. We

all relevant to us,” says Chaya, noting

notes from sem. “We were taught a story
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are sure it will be an inspiring experience.

Rebbetzin Knopfler

Rebbetzin of Sinai Federation shul,
Golders Green, and proud mother
and grandmother

Rebbetzin Yael Roodyn

Rebbetzin at JFT and mother of a
busy household

Rebbetzin Ruthie Halberstadt

Rebbetzin at Nefesh HaTorah,
inspirational speaker and mother of a
lively household

What do you think are the challenges for women A broken necklace and a
whole heart
during Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur?
Rebbetzin Knopfler The Mesilas Yeshorim
explains that Paroh made the Yidden so
busy that they could not daven. Paroh is
actually another name for the yetzer horoh.
He makes you so busy that you forget your
spiritual avodos. I ﬁnd that people keep busy
with unnecessary things – do you have to
socialise so much on Rosh Hashanah? Make
all of those fancy side dishes? Everyone is
obligated to think: ‘Where is my life going?
What is my life about?’. You have to snatch
the opportunities when you can – even if
that means listening extra carefully when
someone gives a ﬁve-minute dvar Torah at
the Yom Tov table.
Many women tell me that they feel pulled
in too many directions. I think that this is
a misconception. There are clear guidelines
built into halochoh as to which mitzvah to
perform if you are have two in front of you.
The Torah is aware of a woman’s situation.
The halochos of kibbud ov vo’em reﬂect a
woman’s changed priorities when she gets
married, for example. She never needs to
feel torn between many needs. There is an
order of precedence – she ﬁrst attends to her
husband, then dependent children, followed
by parents, older children, married children
and ﬁnally, others around her. If a woman
feels unclear about what her focus should
be – she should consult her rov for guidance.
Rebbetzin Roodyn I think that our world
is increasingly uncomfortable with stillness.
I have noticed that children these days
will often skip over the slow songs when
listening to a Jewish music CD. Their fast
pace of life makes them uncomfortable and
even bored when encountering a slower
pace. I believe that this makes it hard for
them to appreciate the avodoh of teﬁlloh,
which requires eﬀort to access the power of
the stirring, slower niggunim.
I think that the next generation needs to
work harder to feel connected to teﬁlloh.
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For girls, it is vital to do this during those
formative years when they have the time
and the ability to be in shul. This will set
them up for success to be able to daven well
during stages of life when they do not have
the luxury of lengthy teﬁllos and they have
to create their own atmosphere to try to
enhance their kavonoh.
When I am at home with my children
on Rosh Hashanah, I sing as many of the
davening melodies as I can. Not only does
this provide a springboard for my own focus
on the day, but hopefully this will also create
familiarity and positive associations with
Yomim Noroim teﬁllos for our children.
Sometimes I have to be creative about how
I sneak these in – I have been known to read
a children’s book (with a meaningful Rosh
Hashanah or teshuvah message), to the tune
of the yom tov davening!
Rebbetzin Halberstadt Teﬁlloh is avodoh
shebelev. It’s really hard work! Women are
often tempted to hide behind ‘I’m needed’,
to avoid the introspective work that teﬁlloh
requires. Being still is a challenge in today’s
world. I would describe it as though Hashem
is pouring blessings down on us from a
pipe. But we are so busy jumping around
underneath the ﬂow that we cannot catch it.
If only we would stand still, we could access
all of the shefah.
I advise women at every stage of life to
get used to saying a perek of tehillim when
they have a few spare moments. Mothers
of little children can even do this for two

Rebbetzin Yael Roodyn It can be
harder to feel the avodoh of shofar
when you hear the shofar outside of
shul. When you hear it at shul, you have
the benefit of the preceding shacharis,
which I like to call the orchestra
warming up. You feel connected and
in the right frame of mind by the time
you reach shofar-blowing.

In contrast, sometimes hearing the
shofar at home means leaving the Yom
Tov table for five minutes and suddenly
having to concentrate.
There was one year when I learnt
that the avodoh of listening to shofar
in this way is about doing your best
during the snatched moments which
you have. It is also a tremendous
chinuch opportunity to show your
family that you stop everything and
take this moment seriously, even
though it is happening in your lounge.
When I was listening to the shofar a
few years ago, I was holding my baby
and he started pulling at my Yom Tov
necklace. Wanting instinctively to grab
at my necklace or tell my baby to stop,
I realised that Hashem was sending me
an opportunity to learn to focus and
show this to my children. I ignored the
pearls being scattered on the floor until
the final blasts were finished.
I realised afterwards that
those few moments of calm
had changed my entire
Rosh Hashanah avodoh.

minutes when their kids are playing nicely.
Don’t forget – you can even stop a tehillim
mid-way. We are often quick to say – “the
house needs me” – it will always need you!
Rosh Hashanah is an opportunity to put all
of this aside and just focus.
It can also be hard to return to shul

Women can lose practice and ﬁnd it hard
to daven with concentration for so long. I
would advise women to bring along some
books which can help trigger spiritual
thoughts. If you ﬁnd your kavonoh waning
– read for a few minutes to realign yourself.

after some years of being unable to attend.
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Crowning our King: A Woman’s Avodoh
What helps you to have a meaningful Yomim Noroim?
Rebbetzin Knopfler I am now at the stage
of life when I can go to shul. Personally, I like
to attend from the very beginning, and urge
others to do so. It is a completely diﬀerent
experience when you do!
There is a diﬀerence, though, between
the most uplifting Yom Tov and the best
Yom Tov. Of course, the most uplifting way
to spend Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur
can be in shul. However, for some, that isn’t
where they are supposed to be. The best way
to spend the Yomim Noroim is by fulﬁlling
your tafkid. We are told that whoever says
the yud gimmel middos will be answered.
However, there are two parts to this – one
is saying it and one is doing it. Those who
are standing in shul are saying it. However,
those who are at home taking care of the
young and the elderly are doing it! They are
emulating the middos of Hashem by taking
care of others with love and compassion.

Odel’s tefillah
opens the gates
Rebbetzin Knopfler I
am a descendant of Odel, daughter of
the Baal Shem Tov. There is a famous
account of her experience one Rosh
Hashanah. Married and with a few
young children, Odel wished she could
go to shul and daven all day. Instead
she stayed at home and cared lovingly
for her young ones.
After Yom Tov, her father said to her,
“Tell me, Odel, which tefilloh did you
daven today?” She replied: “None,
father”.
He insisted, “No, you did, and it was
a wonderful tefilloh. I know because
I was davening all day in shul and our
tefillos rose to shomayim but were
blocked from entering the gates of
Heaven. Suddenly, your tefilloh flew up
to shomayim and opened the gates so
that all of ours could enter. So, Odel,
what was it you said?”
Odel replied, simply, “I said to Hashem,
just as I am watching my children today,
please watch over Your children.”
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I once spoke with a young woman who
felt overwhelmed at the constant giving –
the children seemed to need her endlessly.
I gave her chizuk by reminding her of
Noach in the teivoh. He ran around from
morning till night, feeding the animals. Why
did Hashem not create the miracle of the
teivoh in such a way that the animals did
not require constant care? The answer is
that the former world was being destroyed
and a new one created – this had to be done
with the principle of “olom chesed yiboneh”.
Constant, unconditional chesed had to be
the basis for a successful world. Every
woman is building a world. The constant
chesed is a vital part of the formula. I did
also reassure this lady, however, that this
stage does not last forever!
Rebbetzin Roodyn Firstly, I am blessed
to have had the opportunity to develop a
relationship with teﬁlloh before getting
married. I have fond memories of sitting in
my parents’ shul, listening to the incredible
chazan, whose teﬁllos were both melodious
and heartfelt. I still sing these niggunim
when I get the chance.
Secondly, my biggest tool is the
opportunity to daven a quiet shacharis at
the beginning of the day. I will do whatever
I can to make this happen, including asking
my husband to wake me when he gets up at
neitz. I ﬁnd that once I have established the
connection with the avodoh of the day, it is
easier to stay focussed. If I have managed
to daven shacharis before the kids need
me, it feels like Rosh Hashanah for me. I
leave mussaf ‘till after lunch, whilst my
husband takes the kids to tashlich, seeing
as we have until Hoshanah Rabbah to fulﬁl
that minhag.
I also ﬁnd it helpful when my husband
reminds me that we have a ‘joint spiritual
bank account’. He is busy davening in shul
on behalf of the whole family. We’re a team.
On a practical level, I treat Rosh Hashanah
as a Shabbos in terms of cooking. I prepare
simple meals in advance so that I do not
need to be distracted from my avodoh on
the day.
A few years ago, my husband and I
were strolling through the old city in

Yerusholayim and came across a man selling
paintings. We bought a picture of the Beis
Hamikdosh. I now have it up on my wall
and ﬁnd it helpful to look over at it during
Yom Tov if I need to anchor my thoughts and
remind myself of the direction in which our
hearts should face.
Rebbetzin Halberstadt On the one
hand, I ﬁnd it helpful to internalise every
aspect of my role. As a wife and a mother,
I am the minister of the spiritual interior.
On Rosh Hashanah the home becomes
your courtroom in the same way that shul
is the courtroom for those who can go. If
you were calm and happy at the Yom Tov
table – that was your mussaf. You made a
salad according to halochoh? You have been
successful.
To this end, I do all I can to make things
run smoothly. I prepare just one course,
with dessert, for Rosh Hashanah meals. I
hire extra cleaning help over Yom Tov, and
as a general rule, we do not have a lot of
guests – entertaining is not the focus.
On the other hand, over the past few years
I have grown to understand the perspective
of those who do all they can to attend shul
– even if it means leaving little ones with
friends or babysitters. Although I was
initially cynical of this approach, I met a
woman in shul one year who said this was
her investment for the family. This made a
great impression on me.
Now, when I am able to, I make plans so
that I can attend shul. We leave our children
at other times, and explain to them that
it is unavoidable – due to work, medical
appointments and other reasons. I feel that
it also makes an impact on the children to
know that Mummy is davening for them.
I would advise each woman to be real
with herself, and make arrangements
accordingly. Everyone is diﬀerent and has
to understand themselves. If you don’t fulﬁl
your spiritual needs, you will feel resentful
and will not do your best. If you need to free
yourself up to have a spiritual experience,
it is not selﬁsh – you will elevate the whole
family with you! M
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n the ‘plane ride back from Spain,
when the air hostess leaned over
Benny to hand a diet coke to the boy
in the next seat, but never asked
Benny if he wanted a drink, Benny made a plan.
The plan needed scissors and cardboard, and
entailed a clandestine trip into his sister’s room.
To do this, Benny wore his father’s sunglasses,
to prevent her from recognizing him. He looked
over her desk. Her pencil case was unzipped, it
gaped in a wide leer. Benny didn’t like it. But still,
she had all the supplies he needed.
Grab. Run.

A STORY

Back in his bedroom, he closed the door and
pulled out the two bottom drawers of his bureau.
If anyone tried to come in, the door would hit the
drawers and he would have time to hide things
before Mum came in with a pile of fresh laundry
and said, “One day, these drawers will break and
we’ll know why”.
They’d break anyway. Not like the little table
he’d made. He’d drawn five different plans before
he built it, and three years down the line it was
still sturdy.
Benny began. He found the old Tesco reward
card his mother had given him. Carefully, he
drew around it and cut out the shape on an
old Kellogg’s cereal box. Then he took a black
permanent marker and wrote in capital letters:

The Invisibles

Member
Name _____________

LEAH GEBBER

He prepared five cards. They would look better
laminated. But that would mean that no one could
write their names on the line. And something
inside him said that the people who would be
part of his club really needed their names on
their membership cards. Because they were the
people who got asked, “Sorry, what’s your name
again?” even by someone who might have known
them for years.

noooooooooooop

Anna knocked on the door of the head teacher’s
office. School had not yet started for the year, but
even in the quiet, there was the whispered rush
of children running in the corridors, stopping
to do up a shoelace or clip a kuppel back on a
head. She liked the whispers, but felt that when
the children returned, the whispers would go.
The secretary came up beside her, rapped
lightly on the door, and then walked in. She did
not gesture for Anna to follow, so Anna just stood
and waited, though her hip was playing up and
she would have sat down, had anyone offered
her a chair. Above the door, a clock’s second
hand travelled around and around and around.
Twinges travelled from her hip and up her spine.
To distract herself, Anna began to hum.
After an age, the head teacher, a Mr Kass,
invited her inside. She sat down in relief, put her
heavy brown bag down next to her, and waited to
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be offered a cup of tea. No offer came. Her throat
felt parched. Surely, on a hot day, a cup of tea
wouldn’t be too much trouble. But none came.
Once a week, she was served tea and Rakusen’s
chocolate digestives by her niece Rachel. Once,
Anna had ventured a comment about a piece of
cake: how long was it, after all, since she had a soft
lump of sweetness on her tongue, but Rachel had
sniffed and commented that some people were
never grateful. She had looked around Rachel’s
living room: canvas prints of her three children,
piano, leather couch so wide that you slipped
down into the seam, heating in the winter, two
cars. But she should be grateful, it was true, for a
chocolate digestive, grateful that the fluttery heart
had finally coaxed the council into giving her a
flat, grateful for the bus that jiggled her for an
hour until she reached Rachel’s home, grateful for
the twenty minutes she spent there each week.
Mr Kass asked a question. About work
experience. She handed him a CV and
remembered to be grateful to the nice boy in the
library who showed her how to type it up, and
grateful that she was sitting there, applying for
the post of dinner lady. She wanted the job. Work
in a warm kitchen, see the children, maybe have
a hot meal too, maybe even a nice chicken leg.
Mr Kass lifted his head and the bald spot
disappeared. He looked down at her bag. He
looked at the chair. He looked at her hat. For a
flicker of a moment, he looked at her face.
“So you’re here for the post of dinner lady?”
Anna nodded.
He hesitated for just a moment and addressed
her bag again. “The post has already been filled.”
For a second, she felt the children. All those
children, running through the corridors,
slamming into classrooms, bags on shoulders,
rumbles in tummies. They were there. They
wanted her here.
She swallowed. “Thank you,” she said.

noooooooooooop

Before he walked through the school gates
on the first day of the year, September 7th 2017,
Benny had already given out one membership
card to his new club, which meant that it had
two members including Benny. He gave it to a
boy he knew from shul, Gilad. He had a brother
with Down’s Syndrome whose name was Aaron.
Benny had noticed how everyone offered Aaron
smiles and sweets, but no one took much notice
of Gilad. When Benny saw them in the fruit shop,
Gilad’s hand circling Aaron’s wrist, the other
trying to fill a bag with Golden Delicious, Benny
had a feeling that Gilad might want to be part of
the club.
He handed him a membership card. “But what’s
it for?” Gilad asked.
Benny stopped. He thought of Daniel, a boy in
his class, narrow eyes, pointed chin, mean words,
hard fists. Somehow, the cards were supposed
to protect him from that, though he wasn’t quite
sure how. He waved his hand in the air, as if the
question were a tennis ball that he could bat off in
a different direction. “We’ll uh…do what clubs do.”
“Like?”

Maybe he shouldn’t have let Gilad be a
member of the club. He was filled with sudden
panic, and had to swallow twice. But when he
looked back up at Gilad, he saw that there was
no sneer on his face, only puzzlement.
He stood and thought. The
rabbi’s recent shiur came
to mind. Of course,
none of the other
boys his age
stayed inside
for
the
shiur,
they
went
out
to

play football or throw
wads of wet tissues on the ceiling of the
toilet. But Benny never joined them. The
rabbi had said that an essential ingredient
for wellbeing was a sense of community.
Afterward, he had asked his father
what that meant. His father had looked
up from his newspaper for a second,
and said, “It means people are there for
each other.”
He had assumed that his father meant
not there, but here. What was the point of
being there for someone else, if they were over
here?
For now, it was good enough. “Members of a
club are there for each other.”
“So maybe it should be called the Uninvisibles?
Because we all look out for each other?”
He hadn’t thought of that. Benny looked down
at the card. There wasn’t room to add another
two letters. He didn’t want to remake the cards:
it had taken him all afternoon and three cereal
boxes until they came out right.
“Maybe,” Benny said. He looked at Gilad, until
Gilad looked down at Aaron and at the apples
and put down his bag and slipped the card into
his shirt pocket.
When Benny got home, he wrote down on a
piece of paper:

The INVISIBLES.

He added in brackets

(Uninvisibles? To be considered.)
Club activities? To be considered.
Club purpose: To be there (here?) for
each other.
Members
1. Me 2. Gilad

Whate
h
t
s
a
w nt
poi ng
i
e
b
f
o e for
ther eone
som they
le se, ief over
wer re?
he

He didn’t want anyone to find the paper, so he
stuffed it into his shoe.
The second card Benny gave to the Israeli
security guard, who was meant to be studying
but always played on his phone instead and
never, ever seemed to speak to anyone. Benny
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it back, even though it was sodden with
water and wet.
wondered if he knew English. Benny thought
not, but even if he did, he qualified as a
member. Benny knew that because he saw
how no one really looked at him. They looked
at their feet or their phones or the metal bars,
as they waited for him to unlock the gates.
When Benny asked his name to fill out the
membership card he discovered that it was
Dvir and although he didn’t seem to know
much English after all, he knew enough to
give Benny the thumbs-up sign as he slipped
the card into his wallet.
On the second day of school, as he dragged
himself along the road, trailing his hands on
a wet bush and watching the sun sparkle on
his fingertips, he saw Anna. Anna went to his
shul. She was quite old and carried a brown
bag. Benny studied her for a few moments.
Anna’s wrinkles were bunched into strange
angles, so she didn’t just look old, but also
sad. The bell was about to ring, but he waited
until she was close by. “Would you like to be
part of my club?” he asked. He reached down
and took a membership card from his shoe.
She nodded and gave him a smile and she
was about to talk, when Benny remembered
that you shouldn’t talk to strangers, though
Anna wasn’t a stranger, not really.
Still.
The bell was about to ring, so he nodded
and gave a little wave and ran through the
school gates, giving Dvir a thumbs-up as
he passed.
On the fourth day of the school year, Daniel
started up with him again. For no reason at
all. Benny was just minding his own business,
trying to be invisible, when Daniel tripped
him up. Benny ended up splayed over the
floor, blood pooling from his nose.
Benny wanted to hide his face, run. But
he wiggled his foot and felt the remaining
membership card in his shoe, the list of
fellow Invisibles. And instead, he swivelled
his head around and stared at Daniel until
he dropped his head.
A sweet feeling filled his chest.
But it only lasted for a second. A kick. A
shove from behind. Then came a tug at his
shoe.
“What is this? What’s old Benny got in
his trainers?”
A hand reached into his shoes and tugged.
Desperately, Benny tried to curl his
feet, kick his leg, but Daniel held tight and
tugged harder.

“Is it a letter from Mumsy
Wumsy? Or someone else?

Up on the roof, the sky was grey and
the September rain fell. The roof tiles
were ridges beneath him, but he
pressed his cheeks against
them and curled up. Up
there, no one could see
him. Finally, he was
safe.

“Let’s see.”
The paper was unfolded.
Passed from hand to hand.
Benny jumped up, tried
to grab Daniel’s hand, but
in a moment, Daniel was
on a desk, reading out
from the paper. Benny
grabbed a chair, tried to
climb up, too, but the other
boys rocked him back and
forth, back and forth until his
glasses tipped off his nose,
clattered onto the floor.
“No!” he yelled.
But Daniel unfolded it and began to
read out loud. He placed his hands around
his mouth like a trumpet, and someone else—
Shaya —held the paper up so he could read it.
“The Invisibles”, Daniel read.
activities? To be considered.”

“Club

“Club purpose: To be there (here?) for
each other.”
He slapped his knee. “Oooh, Benny’s got
a club!”
Around him, laughter, laughter, laughter.
They have surrounded him. All around,
all the faces, all the boys he saw each day.
And there was a chant: “Invisible, invisible,
invisible, invisible.”
There was a pain, somewhere between his
collarbone and abdomen. He wrapped his
arms around himself, but the pain didn’t go
away, it just got stronger and stronger and
stronger, until he wondered if something
inside was going to combust.
“Invisible, invisible, invisible.”
For just a moment, Benny hesitated.
“Invisible, invisible, invisible.”
Then Benny ran.
Through the hallways and up the stairs.
At the top floor, at the end of the corridor, a
ladder was attached to the wall. The metal
was cold and it was hard to grip, but he
pulled himself up, away from the chanting
and the feet and the noise.
It wasn’t hard to shift the skylight. And it
was the easiest thing in the world for Benny
to pull himself up onto the roof of the school.

noooooooooooop
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When his breathing
returned to normal,
Benny thought of the
view from the window of
the aeroplane on the trip to
Spain. It was night time, then,
and outside all was black. Far
below, lights had twinkled. The cities had
become shapes: an aeroplane. A car. A
lizard with the head of a grinning cat. Two
moving yellow beams—a single car driving
along a highway. He thought about who was
in that car. He didn’t know. Maybe there was
a little boy there, half asleep. Maybe that
little boy wondered if his mother listened
for him. Maybe he wanted to know if she
even remembered that he was there, in the
backseat. Maybe he was part of Benny’s club
without even knowing about it. He didn’t
know that Benny could see him, all the way
up, miles in the sky.

As Anna passed the school, her hood
blew backwards again—drat that wind—and
the navy blue tunnel made by her hood was
lifted away. Anna saw everything. Everything.
And that’s when she saw him.

“Ahem,” he said, clearing his throat.
Her words disappeared then, for just a little
while, they’re a ball of hotness in her throat.
Mr Kass half-stood, and Anna concentrated
and then the words come.
“There’s a boy. A little boy. A boy on
the roof.”

That little boy. The sweet one, awkwardlike. Sitting on the red tiles of the school roof,
as if he thought he was a bird.

Anna watched the man’s face: surprise and
disbelief and shock. And then he jumped to
his feet. And he said two words. “Show me.”

Anna watched. The rain grew stronger.
The boy huddled down into himself. Not even
a coat, just the regulation grey school blazer.

Anna ran outside and Mr Kass followed
behind, pounding through the corridor
and out of the front doors, and through the
playground, and Anna need say nothing,
just point, because the boy was not invisible
after all.

And that was when she realised that she
had better stop watching and start running.
She remembered her way inside. She ran
past the children, ignoring their shadows,
and into the office.
The secretary was filing her nails, she
didn’t even look up at Anna as she spoke.
For a second, Anna was filled with fear, then
panic. Then she thought of the card she held
in her pocket.
The Invisibles.
And she thought of the boy on the roof.
Anna pressed down the handle of Mr Kass’s
office, and he looked up in surprise.

He was there, curled up high on that roof, a
grey heap on a terracotta background.

noooooooooooop

One moment Benny was on the roof, and
the next he was in his mother’s arms, in Mr
Kass’s office. Also, three firefighters and
an ambulance man and Hatzoloh. A lot of
people, to rescue one little boy.
His mother was crying, which made him
feel stiff and uncomfortable, and if the words
don’t come easily on a normal day, now they

were stuck in his throat. Benny looked up
from her shoulder and the people stared,
and the words were pushed deeper, landing
somewhere near his stomach.
Then he saw the old lady from shul, the one
who was part of his club.
She was one of the Invisibles, but it didn’t
mean that she didn’t count, because the head
teacher had told him that she could very well
have saved his life.
“Your Daddy’s on his way,” Mr Kass told
him. “And together we’re going to talk about
what happened today, and why it happened,
and we’re going to put some things right.”
Benny nodded. And then he looked at his
mother. Tears still leaked from her eyes and
Benny lifted a finger and touched her cheek
so there was a tiny droplet there.
He looked at the teardrop and wiggled his
toe, feeling the one remaining membership
card in his shoe.
But he looked at his mother, who still held
him tight and he looked at Mr Kass, and then
the door opened and his father was there too,
and Anna, the old lady from shul.
It was just clear water, that teardrop.
Invisible.
But that didn’t mean it didn’t count. M

noooooooooooop

Anna had taken to walking up and down
the road by the school. She didn’t really
know why. It was as if she thought she could
cast some protection on the children if she
kept an eye out. There were a few boys she
knew there: some children from the shul, and
her neighbour’s twins. And then there was
the little boy who gave her the membership
card to his club. The Invisibles.
Up and down she went, usually just during
break times, and then off to the park to feed
the ducks and stop off at the fruit shop to
buy a tangerine or pear, whatever caught
her fancy.
She was like the postman, she thought,
as she lugged her bag on her shoulder and
tried to wipe the rain off her glasses. Rain or
shine, she did her round.
After all, it was good for her to get out of
the house, and she wasn’t made of sugar,
wouldn’t melt in the rain. The rain was a
good thing. It had been a long summer, and
hot, and if this became more than a drizzle
or a shower, and was a nice downpour,
the ground would have a long drink and
everything would look better.
The rain grew stronger and Anna tugged
her hood over her head, and pulled it down
almost to her glasses. The wind was strong
and it whipped her hood back, off her head.
The wind riffled through her hair and pulled
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This Year, Help Leket Israel
Continue its Mission to Rescue Fresh,
Healthy Food for Israel’s Needy
A POUND FOR A POUND
Every £1 donated will provide 15 people with 1 lb of nutritious food:
including fresh produce and balanced hot meals.
Serving as Israel’s National Food Bank and leading food rescue network, Leket Israel actively
works to alleviate nutritional insecurity in Israel through its many food rescue and redistribution
projects. Healthy excess food that would otherwise be destroyed is collected from 1,000+
Israeli food suppliers and manufacturers and delivered to 195 nonprofit agencies feeding
Israel’s needy; providing fresh food to 175,000 people weekly.

Leket UK • CP House, Otterspool Way, Watford WD25 8HP
zara@leket.org • www.leket.org • Registered Charity Number: 1126755
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Links in the Chain

Jewellery in the Torah and beyond

Jewish Wedding Rings Through the Ages
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Symbol of Power and Authority
In a dramatic exchange in Megillas Esther, Achashverosh took
off his signet ring and passed it to Homon1. This item of jewellery
conferred status onto its bearer, to the extent that decrees stamped
with this ring could not be rescinded2.

A Reflection of Status and Honour
As the Jewish people made hurried preparations to leave Mitzrayim,
they knocked on the doors of their Egyptian neighbours, to request
gold, silver and other valuables3. The meforshim tell us that each person
asked for types of jewellery which matched their social status4. The
possuk describes the Yidden emptying out the land of Mitzrayim with
the verb, “vayinatslu”, which some meforshim explain refers specifically
to jewellery5.
The gemora relates that Rabbi Akiva and his wife were so poor that
they had to live in a hayloft. When he saw how the hay got into his
wife’s hair, Rabbi Akiva told her that if he ever became rich, he would
have a ‘city of gold’ ornament made for her6. This was a promise

which the renowned scholar was eventually able to keep. According
to Chazal, this piece of jewellery was a golden tiara depicting the walls
of the city of Yerusholayim. This expensive ‘city of gold’ was worn by
women from the select, few aristocratic families who could afford it.

A Holy Gift – at the Right Time
The Jewish women were praised for refusing to donate their golden
jewellery towards the casting of the eigel hazohov. When the time came
to donate precious materials towards the building of the mishkon,
however, the women rushed to donate their valuable adornments,
including gold bracelets, nose rings and finger rings. This proper
sense of priority – and willingness to give of treasured personal items
– resulted in the designation of Rosh Chodesh as a special Yom Tov
for women7.

Jewellery as a Metaphor

The transient nature of the Jewish people poses a significant
challenge in trying to trace the development of jewellery tastes and
styles. It can be challenging for historians and antiques dealers to
attribute origins to Jewish wedding rings, as the constant migration
meant that communities absorbed the cultural influences of the
surrounding societies, and often transported these elsewhere.
The earliest surviving Jewish wedding rings were unearthed in
recent years in Colmar and Erfurt, Germany. When the Black Death
swept across Europe, many Jewish communities were blamed for this
tragic epidemic and were subject to pogroms and persecution. Many
buried their valuables during this time of immense distress. In 1998,
a hoard was discovered which had been hidden in 1349, between
the walls of a house in a medieval Jewish neighbourhood in Erfurt.
The valuables included vast amounts of coins and ritual objects,
including rare examples of medieval wedding rings dating back to the
1300s. This was unusual for the time, as jewellery which had become

unfashionable or out of date was usually melted down to make new
objects. The rings were made of pure gold, without gemstones, and
featured intricate, three-dimensional models of houses. These were
said to symbolise the house which was to be built by the newly-wed
couple. The rings also featured inscriptions such as ‘mazel tov’.
The popularity of this design is apparent in its survival through
the centuries – as well as the original fourteenth to fifteenth century
house rings, examples of these styles are found throughout sixteenth
to nineteenth century jewellery. The designs became more ornate with
time – some of the houses featured two stories, opening doors and
enamelling. There is even a trend amongst contemporary jewellery
designers which celebrates the house ring. The latest retro-inspired
versions incorporate sleek lines, minimalistic design and different
shades of gold, yet gracefully reflect the ancient, symbolic traditions.
Perhaps these beautiful rings will swing back into fashion once more.

A mother’s teachings are beautifully described in Mishlei as a
necklace around one’s throat8. This powerful metaphor highlights
the importance associated with beautiful jewellery and adornments.

ENDNOTES
1 Megillas Esther 3:10 2 Megillas Esther 3:12 3 Shemos 12:35-36 4 Shemos 35:22, see Chizkuni 5 Shemos 12:36, see Rashbam 6 Gemora Shabbos 59a-b 7 Shemos 35:22, see Da’as Zekeinim 8 Mishlei 1:9

Rivka’s Jewellery - A Symbolic Gift
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( כ‘‘ב,עשרה זהב משקלם‘‘ )בראשית פרק כ‘‘ד,  ושני צמידים על ידיה, בקע משקלו,”ויקח האיש נזם זהב
W E,    A O,  R      Y,  
      . H      ,    ‘BEKA’,
     ,         SHEKOLIM.
Rashi quotes a medrash which tells us that the beka was a reference
to the machatzis hashekel, which also weighed a beka. The two bracelets
were a reference to the two luchos habris which were ‘tzmudos’- connected,
and which weighed ten shekolim, to signify the ten aseres hadibros which
were written on the luchos.
The Beer Yosef expands on the medrash. He explains that it is
understandable why there was a reference to the aseres hadibros, as Rivka
would build the ’House of klal Yisroel’ which would have the Torah
as its foundation. However, what was the significance of the two
bracelets and the fact that the luchos were connected? Furthermore,
what was the significance of the beka, and why specifically a nose ring,
rather than any other type of jewellery?
He explains that the luchos had two parts to them which were
connected and as important as each other. On one side, were five
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mitzvos between us and Hashem, and on the other, five mitzvos bein odom
lechaveiroh. The beka symbolised the machatzis hashekel, which, as a half
of a shekel, serves as a reminder that that each side of the luchos is only
half of the picture.
Eliezer wanted to show Rivka that although she clearly excelled
in chesed and dealing with people, to build the perfect Jewish home,
the same focus would have to be placed on one’s relationship with
Hashem. However, since she had such a beautiful middoh of chesed,
which is associated with the sense of smell (like the sweet-smelling
hadassim, which represent a person with fine actions), she was given
jewellery to place on her nose.

A relic from the 14th Century, this
gold wedding ring is one of the earliest
surviving examples of its kind. It has a
simple, plain hoop. Its bezel is formed
as an oblong gothic building with pierced
arcaded sides and gabled roof engraved in
Hebrew letters. The ring is finished with
a smooth, ball finial.

This late 16th Century gold marriage ring
with a hoop is pierced and engraved with
a flower and foliage pattern in corded
borders. The ring’s bezel is formed
as an oblong two-storey building of
Romanesque style with pilasters at angles.

This later example of house wedding rings
(dating approximately early 17th Century)
shows the development of style and the
increased intricacy. Made from gold, this
ring has a hoop pierced with two rows
of circles outlined in filigree wire and
corded borders. The bezel is formed as a
hexagonal building with pilasters at angles
and domed roof with Hebrew inscription,
one letter on each side, saying ‘mazel tov’.

Images courtesy of The Jewish Museum, London

We see here a glimpse into the significance which our forefathers
placed into the symbolism of jewellery.
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Links in the Chain

Links in the Chain

Rings – a Halachic Discussion

D Y H

R        . I   , ,  
 ,       A. A     , 
  HALACHIC          .
The initial stage of a Jewish wedding
ceremony, Kiddushin, is performed by the
man giving the woman something of value
(worth at least a prutoh, a coin of minimal
value), usually a ring, and saying הרי את
מקודשת לי. The woman must accept the ring
for the Kiddushin to be valid. If the woman is
told that the ring is worth more than it actually
is, the validity of the Kiddushin becomes
questionable, because it is possible that she
might not have agreed to the Kiddushin had
she known the true value of the ring.
For this reason, the Remo writes that it is
the custom for the witnesses to be asked under
the chuppah if the ring is worth at least a prutah,
in order that the kallah should know that the
Kiddushin requires no more than a prutah.
This is also one of the reasons why the kallah
wears a veil under the chuppah, to make evident
that she commits to the Kiddushin without
even looking at the ring to guess its value.
For the same reason, the Shulchan Aruch
writes that the custom is to use a ring that
has no stone, because the presence of a stone
would introduce uncertainty as to the value
of the ring, and thus call into question the
Kiddushin itself.
1

(Some have the custom to ensure that there
is no engraving on the ring, too, so as not to
create doubt as to the ring’s value.)
It is curious then to note that it seems
evident that in some communities it was
nonetheless customary to use rings with
elegant and intricate carvings attached. All
of them appear to be made of pure gold,
though, which is also a custom mentioned in
the poskim2.

Return of engagement and
wedding rings
It is common for a choson to give his kalloh
various gifts during the engagement period.
If an engagement is later broken, all gifts
from the man to the woman and vice versa
are returned, because it is clear that they were
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only given on the understanding that there
will be a wedding afterwards3. Therefore, if
the man had given the woman an engagement
ring, it should be returned if the engagement
is broken.
Once a wedding takes place, though, the
engagement ring belongs to the bride, and
she need not return it even if the couple
divorce afterwards.
Regarding a wedding ring after a divorce,
the consensus is that it need not be returned
in most circumstances4.

Shabbos
The mishnah5 teaches that a woman may
not wear a ring in a public thoroughfare on
Shabbos.
The mishnah refers specifically to a ring that
has no seal on it. (In those days, signet rings
were also common6.) The gemora7 explains
that it is permissible to wear jewellery on
Shabbos in a place where it is forbidden to
carry, because an adornment is considered
as being worn rather than carried. However,
women would not normally wear a signet
ring, and so it would be forbidden min hatorah
to wear such a ring on Shabbos in a place in
which it is forbidden to carry, because for a
woman, a signet ring cannot be considered
an adornment. A plain ring, though, would
in fact be considered an adornment, and it
would follow that women should be allowed to
wear rings on Shabbos even in a reshus harabbim.
Nonetheless, the mishnah forbids this, because
there is a concern that although the woman
may be wearing the ring, she might take her
ring off to show a friend, and end up carrying
it in the reshus harabbim, which would be a chilul
Shabbos min hatorah.
However, the Shulchan Aruch8 notes that
women nowadays do actually wear jewellery
outdoors on Shabbos. One reason given
there for this is that our streets do not usually
qualify as a reshus harabbim min hatorah, and are
usually classified as a karmelis, which according
to some opinions was not included in the

original ban. Another reason to be lenient is,
as the Remo states, because jewellery is not as
unusual today, and is often worn on weekdays.
It is therefore much less likely that a woman
would take off her jewellery to show it to a
friend in the street on Shabbos.
For these reasons, chazal allowed women to
wear jewellery on Shabbos nowadays, even in
the streets.

Chatzitzoh
When one washes one’s hands before eating
bread, one must pour the water directly
onto the hand. Thus, there must be no
chatzitzoh – barrier - between the water and
the hand. Therefore, the Shulchan Aruch9
writes that one should remove rings before
washing one’s hands to avoid chatzitzoh. The
Rema adds that this applies even if the ring
is loose and the water can get underneath.
The Mishnah Brurah10 writes that as women
usually remove their rings before baking, the
rings are considered to be a chatzitzoh and must
be removed. Rings that are never removed,
though, may be left on for netilas yodayim.
This will depend on the individual. If
one removes one’s rings while working
or showering, one must remove them for
netilas yodayim, too. One who doesn’t remove
their rings while working and has difficulty
removing them may wash with them on,
though one should ensure to pour at least a
revi’is on each hand9.
When it comes to tevilloh in a mikvah, more
stringent rules apply. All jewellery must
be removed11.

Kashrus
Some women keep their rings on when
they knead dough. As such there may be small
particles of dough that get stuck to the ring,
particularly if it has crevices or engraving. The
dough is, of course, chometz, and if she wears
the same ring on Pesach there is a concern
that some of this might get into her food and
she might come to consume chometz, which
on Pesach is forbidden even in tiny amounts.

Rings must therefore be thoroughly cleaned
before Pesach.
Sometimes, cleaning will not be sufficient. If
there is a possibility that the ring came in contact
with hot chometz (eg when kneading dough), even
if it is clean it will absorb the chometz. Then, on
Pesach if she prepares hot food (or cold but
sharp food), and the food comes into contact
with the ring, the chometz absorbed in the ring
will be considered as coming out of the ring
and into the food, rendering it forbidden.
The solution to this problem would be to kasher the
ring before Pesach, by first cleaning it carefully
and then pouring boiling water over it.
If the ring contains a stone, though, it cannot
be kashered. The only option then would be to
remove the ring, either for the whole of Pesach,
or at least during food preparation on Pesach.
Husbands can help out here, by buying an extra
ring to be worn on Pesach.

Simchas Yom Tov
There is a mitzvah to be happy on Yom Tov, and
the Shulchan Aruch rules that a man is obliged
to make sure that his wife and children are happy
too. To make children happy, the Shulchan
Aruch11 suggests giving them treats (although the
treats suggested there were clearly healthier than
today’s treats!), whereas for women, the Shulchan
Aruch rules that a husband must buy his wife
jewellery and nice clothes for Yom Tov. M
1 Even Ho’ezer, 31:2
2 e.g. Teshuvos Maimoni, Hilchos Ishus, 19
3 Shulchan Aruch, Even Ho’ezer, 50:3,4
4 See Shulchan Aruch, E.H., 50:1, and accompanying commentaries
Chelkas Mechokek, Pischei Teshuvah, and Aruch Hashulchan et al
5 Shabbos, 57a
6 These rings had an inverse image protruding from the ring, that could
be used to make an impression in wax or an imprint with ink, in place
of a signature.
7 Shabbos, 59b
8 Orach Chaim, 303:18
9 OC 161:3
10 Mishna Brurah 161:19
11 see Shulchan Aruch OC 162:2
12 See Shulchan Aruch, Yoreh De’oh, 198:23 and Pischei Teshuvah,
note 13
13 O.C., 529:2
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 PREPARING THE FOOD Separate slightly more than 1% of
the edible part of the produce. Each type of food (eg avocados,
potatoes) needs to be maasered separately. WARNING: ensure
you don’t separate less than the required amount.
 Text ‘MAASER’ to 07800 006 913 to receive one‑off permission
to use the Federation’s coin. Text again each time that you
repeat the separating procedure.
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“I hereby designate the required Terumos and Maasros,
according to the Federation Beis Din’s nusach, and I
hereby redeem any Maaser Sheni and Revai onto the coin
that has been set aside for this by the Federation Beis Din
in accordance with the Beis Din’s nusach, and the terms of
usage of the coin.”
 The small amount of food separated, which is now Teruma and
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 תרומותand  מעשרותmay not be separated on Shabbos or Yom Tov.
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S
by Rebbetzin Aviva Landau

erving Hashem
with Joy and
Purpose
An Interview with

Rebbetzin Esther Pearlman

Rebbetzin Esther Pearlman is the daughter of the late Lord and Lady Jakobovits. Married to Rav
Chaim Pearlman, rov of the Federation’s Machzike Hadath kehilloh, she is a devoted mother and
grandmother, beloved community rebbetzin, as well as a pioneering head teacher.

T

he Head Teacher’s office is an oasis of
calm. Photographs of smiling students
grace the walls; black and white
family portraits feature alongside. Only the
orderly stacks of marking attest to the busy
and fast pace of work that occurs within.
Girls know they can always stop by and ask a
question to the approachable and unruffled
Rebbetzin Pearlman.

of the Commonwealth.” Rebbetzin Pearlman
spent a year at sem in Eretz Yisroel before
returning to England and getting married.

Guiding Stars

“My family’s journey was somewhat unusual”,
smiles Rebbetzin Pearlman, explaining the
origin of her accent, a soft blend of worlds.

Despite her parents’ gruelling schedules,
Rebbetzin Pearlman recalls feeling “happy
and proud to share our parents with the
community”. Lord and Lady Jakobovits
managed to convey to their children that
they were the most important thing in their
lives. “Holiday time was very important. For five
weeks in the summer, no one was allowed to
trespass.” With these values in place, Rebbetzin
Pearlman remembers feeling her parents’ love
even when they were not visible – “we felt their
presence like a star in the sky”.

“I was born in Ireland, where my father was
the Chief Rabbi. We then lived in America for
eight years. We moved back to England when
my father accepted the position of Chief Rabbi

Rebbetzin Pearlman treasures the life lessons
gleaned from her parents. Lord Jakobovits
strongly valued education and passed this
passion onto his daughter. “My mother was full

Drinking in the warm and peaceful
environment, I sit back and ask Rebbetzin
Pearlman to tell me about her upbringing.

Family Background

After getting married, Rebbetzin Pearlman
spent 23 happy years raising her children
and engaging in community work, such as
teaching kallahs. She worked hard as the
founder of Binoh, an organisation which assists
children with special educational needs, and
is now a part of Norwood. Once her youngest
child had settled into a few years of primary
school, Rebbetzin Pearlman felt ready for
a challenge. She began teaching kodesh at
Wolfson Hillel Primary School in Southgate
and moved on after four successful years, to a
position at Beis Yaakov Primary School.
Unexpectedly, in 1999, a committee
approached Rebbetzin Pearlman to ask if she
would spearhead the development of a new
girls’ high school. Reluctant to leave a fulfilling
role in Beis Yaakov, she toyed with the idea
for several months. The answer came to her
in the form of some advice that her father
had offered about a different opportunity
several years ago: “Deep down, if a challenge
comes to you and you feel that you can make a
difference, you have to take it. It’s not a choice!”

Early influences also included grandparents,
with whom Rebbetzin Pearlman enjoyed a
close relationship. The opportunity to witness
the continuation of the doros and transmission
of values was a truly formative experience.

In considering the move, Rebbetzin
Pearlman also reflected on teachings from
her former teacher, Rav Cooperman, zt”l.
He was fond of quoting the opinion of his
rebbe, Rav Dessler, zt”l, that a mosad which
is run by people who don’t need it for their
own benefit or kovod, can succeed. This gave
Rebbetzin Pearlman chizuk in agreeing to her
appointment as head teacher at Menorah
High, 17 years ago.

Both parents and grandparents imparted
the importance of living according to a set
of personal priorities. “You have hundreds
of choices to make every single day,” relates
Rebbetzin Pearlman, “and the level of choice

Some of the services we provide:
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A Life-changing Decision

of simchah and had a real joie-de-vivre about
her,” reminisces Rebbetzin Pearlman. “But
although she was a lady with an ever-present
smile and sense of fun, everything that she did
was full of purpose.” Lady Jakobovits often told
her children that Hashem must have let her
survive the Holocaust for a reason. One of her
personal missions was to “leave some sunshine
in the world”. She ordered her daily schedule
around this goal, often choosing to sacrifice
her own needs to attain this beautiful ideal.

Offering High Quality IT Support, Services and Telephony since 2002

020 7372 4106

we have keeps growing. If you have your
priorities straight, you can always make
the right decisions and everything else will
follow smoothly.”

• Outsourced IT Support

• Cyber Security

• Proactive Server Monitoring

• Consultancy

• Telephony Solutions

• Procurement

www.correct-group.co.uk • Backups and Continuity Planning

• Office Moves

info@correct-group.co.uk • Cloud Hosting and Storage

• Networking

The Vision
Rebbetzin Pearlman set about crafting a
school based on the values which she had
learned at home. Her focus is on the girls’
wellbeing, as she believes pupils only thrive
when they feel secure and confident. This
principle manifests itself in the daily running
of the school. The staff are friendly, and the
open office complex is centrally located.
The day begins with a tefilloh session during
which girls take a turn to share a prepared dvar
Torah which they have prepared themselves.
Rebbetzin Pearlman trusts in her pupils so
much that she doesn’t check the speeches in
advance and has never heard anything that
was inappropriate. Similarly, the teachers
frame their words positively at all times,
aiming to bring out the shine in each of their
‘diamonds’.

Chinuch
Challenges Today
Rebbetzin Pearlman refers to the famous
attachment theory to explain how vital it is
for children to have a strong connection to an
adult role model. “When the attachment is not
strong and solid enough, they look outwards
for replacements – whether through friends,
social media or other outlets,” she warns. In
today’s fast-paced world, parents can struggle
to invest enough into that connection. We
need to step out of that busy mode, advises
Rebbetzin Pearlman, and “stop and think”
about our work as parents.

Ask a Busy Person
When Rebbetzin Pearlman’s children
were young, the phrase ‘me time’ became
fashionable. She asked a friend with several

young children how she achieves this elusive
component in her week. The friend answered
that her family has become her ‘me time’. This
left a big impression on her; she maintains
that feeling energised to work hard and do
the right thing is a matter of mindset.
Rebbetzin Pearlman also feels anchored
by her mother’s legacy. “I feel my mother’s
influence more than when she was alive,” she
says. “One night when I didn’t feel I had the
strength to visit someone, I felt my mother
on my shoulders, saying – “Esther, you know I
would have gone!””

A Mother Above All
“I am not a career woman,” Rebbetzin
Pearlman is careful to point out. “Above all, I
am a mother and a grandmother.” Rebbetzin
Pearlman is grateful to her husband for their
partnership in raising their children. “His
deveikus l’Hashem permeates the house. I am
fortunate that he is always learning and this
sends a strong message to the family.” At the
same time, the Pearlman home is a fun place
to be –’Zeide Pearlman’ enjoys sports activities
with the next generation, such as swimming
and tennis.
Most importantly, the Pearlmans value
having a sense of simchah in their home.
This is embedded into the family history and
was particularly personified by Rebbetzin
Pearlman’s grandfather. When escaping wartorn Europe, he was left stranded by a guide
in a dark forest, together with his wife and six
children. The first thing he did was sing an
upbeat Yiddish song. “There is simchah to be
found in every situation,” explains Rebbetzin
Pearlman, warmly. “We should always strive to
serve Hashem with joy and purpose.” M

back to hospital
At this time of year, many families are getting their children ready to
go back to school, Camp Simcha is here to support those who can’t.
We need your help to make the lives of families of seriously ill
children easier through our practical and emotional services. Plus by
providing powerful positive experiences such as parties and retreats,
we aim to bring some sweetness into their most difficult days.

www.campsimcha.org.uk/RH
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020 8202 9297
office@campsimcha.org.uk
Registered charity no 1044685

Today should have been Emma’s first
day of school, instead she’s in hospi
tal
starting treatment for Leukaemia.

Names and images have been changed to
protect the identity of Camp Simcha families
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Ruth Silkoff Halachic Input: Rabbi Y M Guttentag

There is a very special place in
Israel that sits in hundreds of
acres of hills and valleys between
Yerusholayim and Tel Aviv.
It is called Neot Kedumim and it is a Biblical Landscape
Reserve. But what exactly happens there?
This beautiful place has been set up to recreate the physical
setting, the land and nature of the Torah, to show us how
our great-great-great grandfathers and grandmothers would
have lived 3000 years ago!
Neot Kedumim was created around 40 years ago by a
tiny team of dedicated staff, who took a plain, treeless and
rocky area, and began to convert it into the stunning nature
reserve it is today. Using descriptions taken directly from
the Torah, they planted shrubs and trees, built reservoirs
and restored ancient terraces. Today, people can come to
visit Neot Kedumim and see what life was like in the time
of our Ovos.
One exhibition that can be visited the whole year round
at Neot Kedumim is all about the Yom Tov of Succos. The
mishnah in Maseches Succah discusses all the halochos
surrounding which kinds of structures are permitted in
halochoh, and which are not. So, around 22 years ago, Mr
Shlomo Teitelbaum, who works at the reserve, had the idea
of taking all the different kinds of succah that are written
about in the mishnah, and bringing them to life by building
full-size models of them. Over 20 types of succah were put
up, and Neot Kedumim receives thousands of visitors a
year during the yomim tovim period to come and see this
special exhibition.

Take a visit to Neot Kedumim with
Hamaor to find out more!
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A Visit to the Neot
Kedumim Succah
Exhibition in
Eretz Yisroel

ַבּ ֻסּכֹּת ֵתּ ְשׁבוּ
5 A SUCCAH ON
A CAMEL

Just like the succah on the
tree, this can only be used
on Chol Hamoed, and not
on Yom Tov. Why not? The
reason is that you cannot
ride on the animal during
Shabbos or Yom Tov,
because you may end up
snapping off a branch to hit
the animal with! (Mishnah
Succah 2,3)

1 A SUCCAH
OVER 20
CUBITS
HIGH

A succah must be
at least ten handbreadths high
(which according to
differing opinions
is either 80cm or
96 cm in modern
day measurements),
otherwise it is not
liveable. However, it cannot be over 20 cubits
high (either 9.6m or 11.52m), as this is considered too
permanent, which is not allowed. So, this succah is
too tall to be kosher, and may not be used. (Mishnah
Succah, 1,1)

2 A SUCCAH ON TOP OF
ANOTHER
SUCCAH

This really exciting
two-storey succah can
actually be used on
Succos! However, only
the top one is kosher. If
you wanted to use the
‘ground floor’ succah,
you’d have to make
sure that the sechach
isn’t strong enough to
hold someone standing
on top of it – so you
can never use both
the ‘upstairs’ and the
‘downstairs’ at the same
time. (Mishnah Succah
1,2)

3 A SUCCAH COVERED IN
GRAPEVINES

No matter how nice this succah looks, draped in
ivy and then covered in sechach, there are some
halochos that may prevent it being kosher. If the
grapevines or ivy that you drape over the hut
are still attached to the soil, they cannot act as
sechach. In fact, in certain situations the sechach
couldn’t even rest on them. Chopping the ivy or
grapevine down and leaving it in place wouldn’t
help either, because the sechach needs to be
laid onto the succhah when it is in a kosher state.
(Mishnah Succah 1,4)

4 A SUCCAH
ON A TREE

Who would have
thought you can
spend Succos in
a treehouse! Well,
unfortunately, you
can’t really. You can
enter the succah
and eat in it during
Chol Hamoed, but
not during Yom Tov,
in case you break a
branch off the tree.
(Mishnah Succah
2,3)
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6 A CONE-SHAPED SUCCAH

This cone shaped succah is
forbidden by Rabbi Eliezer
in the mishnah, and in this
circumstance, the halochoh
follows him. The reason
he gives, is that it does not
have an identifiable roof
and walls - and a succah
must have a roof and walls.
(Mishnah Succah 1,11)

7 A SUCCAH
ON A WAGON

You can actually build a succah on a wagon or ship! However,
in order to be considered kosher, the succah must be strong
enough to stand up against common winds. You can even enter
it and use it on Yom Tov, as there is no halochoh against getting
into a boat or cart on these days. M
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from
my
Recipes are more
than just cooking
instructions. Many are
loved, cherished and
handed down with care.
Evocative, nostalgic and
full of character, recipes
tell their own tales.
Hamaor presents a
selection of recipes with
a story - with thanks to
our very own Federation
rebbetzins.
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Of Matzoh Balls
and Matboucha
By Rebbetzin Yael Hamer

Yael Hamer is a Jewish educator at Hasmonean
High School. She is the rebbetzin of
Finchley Federation.
What does the Shabbos menu look like when
HE has been raised on charif and cumin and
SHE has been sheltered from everything
but salt and a bit of pepper? Garlic-gefilte?
Chilli-chopped liver? Kibbeh-kugel or even
harissa-herring?
Nowadays, the average kosher shop stocks
a range of ingredients more plentiful and
varied than our ancestors – either side of the
Mediterranean – could have ever imagined.
And so, with a head full of noble intentions
and a trolley-full of multicultural edibles,
the newlywed me embraced the challenge
of fusing East with West. Could I create a
menu that would satisfy the bold and robust
palettes of the Sabbas and Saftas and still
evoke murmurs of restrained approval from
the Omas and Opas?
The offerings that began emerging from
my kitchen varied wildly in their reception.
Admittedly, some were a little scary in
appearance and odour while others only
revealed their full potency post-ingestion.
It is now more than two decades later and it’s
all still a work in progress. However, here is a
fusion dish you might like to try!

Meat roll-ups

A thin and crunchy outer layer with a
flavourful meaty filling. These are great as a
starter especially on Yom Tov when you can
fry and serve them right away.

x
x

2 packages of mince meat
1 package of large, circular, paper-thin
wraps (available in the fridge or freezer
of most stores)
1 onion
2 tbsps soy sauce
1 packet of 'rotev tzli' gravy powder
1 tbsp bbq sauce (optional)
4 tbsps water

x
x
x
x
x
1 Defrost the wraps but do not open the
packaging until you are ready to use them, as
they dry out quickly.
2 Chop onion and fry in large pan
until golden
3 Add the meat and stir, breaking up the
pieces until they are very small and fully
browned.
4 Add soy sauce, bbq sauce and gravy
powder. Stir.
5 Add water and cook until melded
and creamy.
6 Remove from flame. Place a small mound
of meat filling on a circular wrap and fold as
for spring-rolls.
7 Once all the filling is used and you have
a pile of wrapped roll-ups, wash and dry
the pan and return it to the flame adding oil
for frying.
8 Fry the roll-ups on each side until crisp.
9 Serve immediately. Any extra filling can
be blended with a bit of water and used as a
dipping sauce. Yum!

Challah
with Love

From Gateau
to Brownies – a
Chocolate Journey

By Rebbetzin Aviva Zobin

By Rebbetzin Aviva Landau

Aviva is associate rebbetzin at Yeshurun,
Edgware, where she is able to combine her
passions for community work and education.
Aviva recently completed an MA Jewish
Education. She is a new addition to the team
at the Federation and is enjoying her role as
Communications and Projects Coordinator.
I’ve yet to meet someone who doesn’t
like chocolate cake. Over the years, I’ve
gathered chocolate cake recipes from
many people, each with their own take
on this classic. On one memorable
Friday afternoon, a Shabbos guest
from France treated me to her family’s famous ’gateau au chocolat’. I hung
back nervously in my kitchen as she measured ingredients with meticulous
precision, tutted over my oven settings and sifted ingredients with flair. As I
meekly moved towards the oven door to check on the masterpiece, she waved
me away, protesting that a good cook can smell when a cake is ready.
The cake was divine, but I thought I’d share something a little more down-toearth. The following recipe comes from a good friend and former neighbour in
Eretz Yisroel. Like the original author of this recipe, this cake is practical, quick
and oh-so-sweet with tons of depth. I still smile as I prepare it, as it reminds me
so much of Na’ama.

x 2 cups of sugar
x 4 eggs
x ¾ cup oil
x ¾ cup cocoa powder
x Vanilla sugar
x 1 ¼ cups plain flour
x ½ tsp salt
1 Mix all of the ingredients in a bowl. Bake at 170°C until desired level
of firmness.
2 If you take it out the oven before fully set, you will have a lovely, fudgy
brownie texture in the middle. Alternatively, leave it in for longer for a sponge
cake effect. The recipe can also be used to make individual iced brownies –
just bake in a large pan, then cut out shapes with cookie cutters and drizzle
with icing.

Aviva juggles an impressive array of roles including
associate rebbetzin of Ner Yisrael Community. The
Zobins are proud to be a part of the Federation
family through Rabbi Zobin’s work on ShailaText.
Making challah always holds a special
place in the Shabbos and Yom Tov
preparations, but for me it has the extra
dimension of being a time when I tangibly connect to my maternal
grandmother a”h. She was the role model who exemplified for me
the fortitude to stand up for what is right against all odds… and she
also taught me this winning challah recipe.
It has survived a number of adaptations over the years, including the time
in Kiryas Telshe Stone when I mistakenly used vinegar in place of the oil!
My grandmother and I had a good laugh when the first tray emerged
from the oven with challos almost as pale as when they were raw. We
flattened the remainder of the dough and sprinkled it with fried onions
before baking.
You can use all white flour, but if you have never tried a mix of brown and
white, please do so, because you don’t know what you’re missing!

x 1.1kg flour (About 700g white & 400g wholemeal)
x 500ml lukewarm water
x 6 tbsps sugar
x 1 package fresh yeast
x 1 whole egg (plus yolk for glazing)
x 1/3-1/2 cup oil
x 1½ tbsps salt
1 In your bowl, mix the water, sugar, crumbled yeast, and about a third
of the flour.
2 Leave for about 15 minutes.
3 Add the remaining ingredients, and beat with the dough hook until the
dough leaves the sides clean and is smooth to the touch. You might want
to do some of the kneading by hand.
4 Spray the dough lightly with oil, cover with a clean tea towel, and leave
to rise for about 1½ hours.
5 Sprinkle a flat surface with flour, re-knead the dough a little, shape and
glaze your challos. I make 3-4 medium challos out of one batch of dough.
6 Bake in a preheated 180°C for 24-27 mins (depending on your oven).

Tradition with a Twist
By Rebbetzin Rashi Guttentag

Rashi is a daughter of Dayan Y.Y. Lichtenstein – Rosh Beis Din of the Federation
- and is an Israeli trained SLT and DiR Floortime Therapy practitioner. We
welcome the Guttentag family to London, following Rabbi Yisroel Moshe
Guttentag’s recent appointment as Rabbinic Coordinator of the Federation’s
Kashrus department.
Leek and spinach feature amongst the symbolic foods which are eaten
on Rosh Hashanah night. Whilst for many of us, the simonim consist of
apple in honey and a fish head, in Eretz Yisroel it is customary to serve
the full list mentioned in halochoh.
In these two recipes, leek and spinach have been turned into mouthwatering delicacies which both adults and children can’t get enough of!

Rosh Hashanah 5778 / September 2017

These recipes, imported by my mother, Rebbetzin
Lichtenstein, from her kollel years in Eretz
Yisroel, have always added an extra exciting and
delicious dimension to this Yom Tov.

Leek Latkes

Sauté leek in pan and grind in food processor.
Add egg, salt and some matzoh meal. Form
into latkes and fry.

Spinach Latkes

Drain water from chopped frozen spinach if
necessary, alternatively sauté spinach leaves until
soft and grind. Add flour eggs and salt to the ground
spinach, form latkes and fry. Serve both warm.
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Licensees

D

020 8458 7708
020 8458 3331
www.starguest.com
info@startguest.com

21 Leicester Rd
Manchester M7 4AS
0161 792 6263
info@shefamehadrin.co.uk

BUTCHER

49 Bury New Rd
Prestwich M25 9JY
0161 773 6900
info@shefamehadrin.co.uk

01908 646787
www.gilbertskosherfoods.co.uk
norman@gilbertskosher.com

020 8905 4488
16-17 The Promenade, Hale Lane, Edgware
Middlesex
HA8 7JZ
www.thekitchen-restaurant.co.uk

84 Mowbray Parade, Edgware
Middlesex HA8 8JS
020 8238 2848
orders@pulkele.com

All meat restaurants under KF Kosher supervision are Glatt Kosher.
All dairy restaurants under KF Kosher supervision are Cholov Yisroel.
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RESTAURANT
RESTAURANT

M

RESTAURANT

020 8458 9483
8 Princes Parade, Golders Green
London
NW11 9PS

020 8202 1795 | www.jennyscakes.net

BUTCHER

DELI / SHOP

Aryeh Wagner – Park Lane Hotel
Piccadilly, London W1Y 8BX
020 7499 6321 / 07941 153575

020 8958 6840
1 -2 The Promenade, Edgwarebury Lane,
Edgware, Middlesex HA8 7JZ
www.metsuyan.co.uk

HOTEL

020 8203 7377
Unit 22, Brent Cross Shopping Centre
London
NW4 3FD
www.thekanteen.com

RESTAURANT

RESTAURANT

D

D

M

DELI / SHOP

020 8202 9911
53 Brent Street
London
NW4 2EA
www.pizaza.com

RESTAURANT

RESTAURANT
RESTAURANT

M

CATERER

D

020 8458 8088
134 Golders Green Rd
London NW11 8HB
www.metsuyan.co.uk

020 8248 8472
89 Golders Green Road
London NW11 9EN
www.headroomcafe.org

DELI / SHOP

020 8950 0747
23-25 High Rd, Bushey
Herts
WD23 1EE
www.thekanteen.com

M

RESTAURANT

D

020 7700 5511
51 Fairfax Road
London NW6 4EL
www.delicatessen.company

DELI / SHOP

020 8455 4455
100 Golders Green Rd
London
NW11 8HB
www.pizaza.com

D

RESTAURANT

020 8958 9087
60 Edgware Way, Edgware
Middlesex
HA8 8JS
www.kpizza.co.uk

M

RESTAURANT

020 8952 2484
020 8381 1722
87/89 High Street, Edgware
Middlesex
HA8 7DB
www.avivrestaurant.com

DELI / SHOP

CATERER

RESTAURANT

RESTAURANT

RESTAURANT

RESTAURANT

The following establishments are licensed by the Federation
Kashrus Board and are under the Supervision of the Beis Din of
the Federation of Synagogues

020 8958 7062
60 Edgware Way, Edgware
Middlesex
HA8 8JS
www.kgrill.co.uk

020 8381 4080
98 Golders Green Rd
London NW11 8HB

020 8458 8788
94 Golders Green Rd
London NW11 9HB
www.soyo.co.uk

020 8458 3331
44 Ravenscroft Avenue
London
NW11 8AY
www.croftcourthotel.co.uk
info@croftcourthotel.co.uk

The Kanteen Bakery
020 8950 0400
23 High Rd, Bushey
Herts
WD23 1EE

225 Golders Green Rd
London NW11 9ES
020 8209 0900
goldersgreen@shefamehadrin.co.uk

M

M

D

Ma
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4th Floor Sutherland House,
70/78 West Hendon Broadway
London NW9 7BT
Charity number: 1123360

0300 030 3613
info@mayanei.co.uk
www.mayanei.co.uk

